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TASK FORCE REPORTS

In preparation for the National Energy Education, Business and Labor
.Canference, task forces were formed representing the major areas with
which the Confeyence world be concerned. These Task Forces comprised
of education, business and labor leaders met at .various' times in
Washington, D. C. , during the months of October and November, 1978.
Task Force reports On education and training were prepared and

-distributed at the National Conference. The six Task Force reports are
.on Coal, Conservation, Nuclear, 'Oil and Gas, Public Energy Education,
and Solar.

A . limited number of task fprce reports were printed and are available
upon request by writing to the following office:

1

4

Education Programs Division
U.S., Department of Energy -

Forrestal Building, 8G-031
Washington+D. C. 20858
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SUMMARY INFORMATION
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unions, 36 were educators, 19 carp from
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4 speakers
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Total:" 1312

Registered: 1034
Non - registered: 278'
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Miadle Atlantic - 165 .

East North Central - 122

P.

Affiliation of attendees:
Educators - 44%
Industry r 17%
,Government - 11%

West North Central 38
South Atlantic - 444
East:South Central -.53

131iblic Ihterest - 5%
LabOr.r 2%
Unidentified -

and

West South .Central 4- 44
Mountain - 50
Pacific - 56
Unknown - 278



Welcoming Remarks by Dr. Lawilence G. Stewart.
Director
Office of Education, Business and

Labor Affairs -
Department of. Energy

!VS
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ASSISTANT 3F,'FARY HUGHES (RIGHT) ---\-41

AND DIRF(''COR L. G. STEWART.



DR. STEWART: It is rather col outside tonight and a good evening to
start off our conference-Cn.en6rgy. Ply name is Larry SteWart, and I
am.in the Office of Education, Butiness and` Labor Affairs of the newly
formed, about a year and a quarter, old-, Department of Energy. This is
our first opportunity and privilege to bring together such a distinguished
and diverse group of constituencies to addreSs one central theme manpower
needs, asseumrent, and training.. We believe'that-a s-hortage of trained .

manpowerisAkone of the major impediments that will restrict the early
implementation of the National Energy Act.

We hope that this conferene will be beneficial to you;'and I know that
you have come-prepared to give us your very bet thinking in aiding us
in the resblutiOn of this impediment, thus helping to insure early
impleMentation of the National Energy Act.

I welcome you to the City of Washington. I welcome you to share with us
in the Department of Energy' your ideas, solutions, and recommendations
in attacking this problem, thrroblem of human resources development.
This conference has a very sp cific aim and objective, and I feel
confident that the knowledge that we gain through this first national
forum of information interahange will be of benefit to the country now
and in the future.

,,s

?1,
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Text of the Address by The Honorable John F. O'Leary
Deputy Secretary
The Department of Energy

"1.

With introductory remarks by The Honorable Philip S. Hughes
Assistant Secretary
Intergovernmental and

Institutional Relations
The Department of Energy

ir



ASSISTANT SECRETARY HUGHES: Welcom again -to all of
you. I am not ever really sure what the connotation of 't t term
"honorable" is when applied to a senior, at least in one way or another,
bureaucrat. I think I am going to move to have it stricken from future
infr_oductions on the general theory that-3ff we are, that is okay, and if
you are not, calling you one will not help.

It is my real 'pleasure to introduce to you the Deputy Secre-
tary of the Department of Energy, John most .usually known as
Jack -- O'Leary. He haS been in that position since the creation of the
Department as have the rest oc us within tfie Department of Energy.
ObViously it is .not all that lotlg.

He has the distinction of having survived prior service in
the ederal Energy Administration and became s part of the hew Depart-
me when it came into being. Jack has served as Administrator of the
New Mexico Energy Resources hoard from November 1975 until his
appointment at the ;FEA.

He was Technical Director of Energy Resources in the
Environment Division of N./Iitre. From '72 to '74,. he was Director of
Licensing for the Atomic Energy CommiSsion and has' been a consultant
to a variety of firms in one form or another of the energy business.

Prior to that, he served as the Director of the Bureau of
Mines' from '68 to '70 and in '67 and '68, a Chief, of the Bureau of
Natural Gas in theFecieral.Power. Commission. He served as Deputy
Assistant _Secretary for Mineral Resources in the Department of Interior
from :62 to '67.

Previously, he was an econo
Interior. am moved to make somewhat
my son-in-laws made about me or my da
dad really can't keep a steady job; cane
ago but substantially, later than I was.
rather distingulshed, as well as a varake
related matters,. and I think is one of 't
broad sense,: can really qualify as an ex

ist in the Department o(
e same comment that one of

ghter; he said, "Jean, your
e?" He' was born a few years
e has, as .you have seen, a
career in energy, and energy-
few in these days who, in a
rt in the field of ehergy.

0

. ,. I think we are extremely fortunate to have him as the
Deputy Secretary of the Department of ,nergy. I think you will agree
with me that we are fortunate .to have him with us tonight as our leadoff
speaker. May I introduce Jack O'Leary.

(Applause. )



MR. O'LEARY,: Sam is wrong with regatId.ta the age matter.La m, older than he is; he has just had a harder' life. His remarks withregard to Honiuble, I was the Presidential appointee, - e. 'Honorable,under Mr. -Johnson; Mr. Nixon came , into office and a- year later fired meand .I became presumably dishonorable or at-least unhonorable. amdelighted that under this Administration, I am once again honorable.
think that suppo'ts hia point that it 'is really a paper title.

Le t Qe spend my time witl\you this evening discussing what
. I believe is the, ce4ral problem befor4 this country in coming to gi-ips withthe energy problem.. I -gan take as point of departure a discussibn' I had
in a hotel lobby the other day while trying to .arrange some Changes in
reservations in Yucatan, Mexico, _so I could get back for this conference.%

-I was talking to a fellow from Texas who had a
lonO

g, long
experience in the oil industry as a rig superintendent. Earlier, he. worked
as a laborer in the, oil business and he had now gotten to the point where
he was a fairly senior -man with one of the larger service. companies.

He said, "I am down here op oil busineSs, taking a' look at.what Mexico can do:"

I said, ' -'Yes, I am as interested in fhp.t as you are. "
He said, "You know, -we shouldn't be down here, there is

plenty of oil in the United States, it is just that those large oil companies
have got it shut in.. It is there; there* is no oil prOblem, 'other than that
which is created by the oil companies in sort of a conspiracy 'against the
people. "

That is' not the first time I have heard that; I keep -.hearing
and hearing it. I hear it in COngressional committees.

I was, for- example, before Congressman Dingell' about a
month and a half ago when the Iranian Ilusiness was just starting up. He
said, "Mr. O'Leary', don't you, think troubles ki Iran now are iMed at
driving the oil price 'up in the coming negotiations for OPEC?

I said I really didn't think so; I didn't think that the Shah
would put himself in peril in that way.

-He said, "Weil, I think you don't understand really. the .Way
the world is. My 'own -view is that this is really a part of a conspiracy
to overcharge the American people, the people of Europe and. Japan. It
is just anotHer manifestation of the oil monopoly. "

You reflect on that a little', while an& you read your
W shington Post. About a month and a- half or two.. Months ago, just
be re the Iranian situation let loose, we were treated almost daily. to
article after article after -article with regard tq the glut first of all of
oil, then of natural gas in the United. Spates.

You recall the oil glut. Their story is we have so much
oil coming out of Alaska that we don't know what to do with it. MY
version of that story is that four years too late we finally, have a- full
flow of oil, 1.2 million barrels a day; out of Alaska.' It is four years

\I 2



too °late 'because his country does not understand the severity of the prob-
lem with which is confronted in petroleum.

Finally, .when. the oil starts coming down the pipeline, we
have to have other permits in hand Akat will allow that oil to move through
pipeline off the West_ Coast where it can be used ' It is not a matter of
the 'Ala.gjia.n oil beingi. excess, because we are still imparting 500;000
barrels of oil a day on the West Coast, and tiecause of the quality. of the
Alaskan oil, we can't use it on the West Coast, and we can't get it into
the mid - Continent of the United States where it can be used. The SOHIO
'Company has been trying unsuccessfully for almost four years to obtain
the necessary permits frofn' the 'State of 'California to build' a short piece
of pipeline and some fiolding facilities at the Port of Long Beach to connect
with an already existing natural gas pipeline that flows from the California
border on into the middle of Texas.

$
So the oil glut, then, if you stake a look at it from the stand-

point of sheer statistics, really is not a glut at all. It is an embarrass-
ment to everyone that we can't find a way to move that oil inland, but
"certainly we need that

was
because all the time that we have that glut of

Oil that at the most was about 500,000 barrels a day, we were importing
better than 8,000,000 barrels a day in order to maintain the standard of
living to. which we have become accustomed in this country.

. In the summer, we read, /again, in the Washington Post about
the glut of natural gas. The articles would haVe you believe that all of a
sudden we have found a lot of. new natural gas.

The fact is that natural gas production has been falling
year by year, year by year. This year we will be producing about 18.5
trillion cubic feet as opposed to the peak production in 1972 of around 23
trillion cubic feet, and next year, a little less and probably the year after
a.' little less.

What happened in the la.st couple of years is that a lot of
consumers, big industrial consumers, not householders, have become
frightened of not being able to get natural gas and have dropped off the
vine, so demand has gone down more rapidly than supply has gone down.

Of course when we4----ask Rurselves what those industrial users
who formerly used nattiral' gas are now using, 'we find that 85 percent of
the energy value of that natural gas has been replaced by imported oil.

Last year, we spent almost $40 billion f)or oil imports.
This year, thanks to- the fact that-we have no options and that O.PEC has
chosen to raise the price another 15 -percent, we will spend almost $50
billion. If things go on the way they are now it is .certain i. that by. the
,middle of .the next decade, or a short six years from now, we will be
spending $100 billion and there will be no light at the end of. the tunnel.

, .

. .

Why is that? Is it because we dO not have the resources
here to deal with it ? Is it, because we don't have, in the 'communities
that you represent; the skills to deal with our energy, prOblem? No It
is because we have no national sense of what that pr-Oblem..really:. is and
what it really takes to solve it We tend :to take the easy view' that
Secretary Schk.-singer },as characterized as "sheer wfshful..thinking", that

4gi; 4
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the cause is a conspiracy and tomorrow morning the cgnspiracy Will end
and. gasoline will go back to 30 cents a gallon; or that it is a conspiracy
on the part of . the natural gas producers and ,tomorrow morning all those
shut-in wells will begin to 'produce and natural gas, will once -again flow .

abundantly to .Am9rican .hcimes and industry. If the conspiracy theory were ..

true, we wouldn't have to make the hard choices,. such as massive invest-
ment to bring solar energy beyond the relatively primitive leevel' of use
that, we haye today, which is going to require an enormous amount of
money. Next year we will spend a billion dollars and get very 1 in
return fpr, it in the short run on. solar 'energy: t

Another hard choice is mining more coal, something thib
country finds 'utterly distasteful.

Somehow or another, their ego says. there will be a magic
wand that will be wa''ed and Mexico will save us; or Alaska will save us;
or the- potential production offshore New Jersey,/ in the' Baltimore Canyon,
which' is turning out to be a bitter 'disappointment to those that are invest-
ing in it, will save us; or the Gulf of Alaska, which in my days in the
Department of Interior' was regar as the national treasure trove of oil,
will 'save us.

No,, Pm afraid that we have a ma live job of education
before us; otherwise, ,nothin will save us. Yowlare the people who are
going to be in (the front line to a'`very large extent, in that effort.

I will spend this little time that I have with you trying to
tell you my best frnpression of where this coug,try stands and where it is
going to go unleSs we are careful. First of Al we run our energy economy
essentially on a limoted number of systems. Let me name them for you

We have an oil_ system and a natural gas system and we
import both, so there are two additional 'subsystems. We have a big coal
system in this country, although nothing approaching the oil and gas system.
We have a 'nuclear system and we have got the beginnings of a solar system,
largely today in the form of hydropower. Those five systems really are our
mainstays.

Where do we Stand? What is the health of those systems?
First of all let me give you some numbers. This country next year in
1980, will use about. 80 quadrillion BT's (quads) of energy. If we are
reasonably successful in terms of GNP, we can expect gross national
product to rise by some 3 to 4 percent annually. If we are' very success

,
ful in conservation, which we might list as, a sixth system for energy, we
might be able to break the historical tie that has said one percent increase
in GNP is accompanied by one percent increase in energy use. Obtaining
over the remainder of the century a three to four percent increase in gross
national product with only a two, percent annual increase in energy. require-
ments. That will take an eXtraordinary amount of skill on our part.

A .

In 1977, for each dollar of gross national product that we
were producing, in 4.eal dollar terms, we required 95 percent ,bt the energy
used in 1972, and 1972 was pi-etty well representative of the previous 25
years.'

16



In short, after the shocks to thfk economy, we have gotten
5 percent away° from dependence upon energy. *-,generated GNP. What that
suggests to me is that if we can, for the remaitl.ng 20 years of the century,

and do it on only a two
w'th of the amount we
e an extraordinary

have GNP rising at three to four percent per lei;
pEkrcent incnease in energy, roughly 50 percent o
are -Using now for that level of GNP g'royirth, it wil
achievement.

Now let us add that annual growth rate to the
energy that we willirse in 1980. That takes us up Jo about
energy use by the year- 2000. How are we going to 'get it?

0 wads of
20 quads of

First of all; domestic oil, if we fare very lucky a can get
continued access to the outer continental shelf and to Alaska, w ay -be
able to stay even at roughly today's level of production, which, ,we,,-Fill call
20 quads ?, but we almost certainly will not be able to add to 'it., : A

. ' . , vs.

Now, on what do I base that estimate ? We have 5'6u,,
,prodUcing wells in this country. We recently proposed legislation un r the

context of the National Energy Act that offered a new price for, 'in, ,thi'Vat.,. 1.
c,instane 'rkw gas wells, mentioned as being 2 1/2 miles from the existing

producing 'gas wells. The oil industry laughed us out of the room in
Congress. ( .

They said, there is 'no part of
miles away from existing wells that is going
really worked this country over thoroughly.
120 years roughly.

this country that is 2 1/2
to produce gas. We have
We have been at it now for

In recent decades, we have added an enormous amount of
technology in our research for oil and we -have given the old United States
a pretty good massaging. The production rate from existing wells is
dropping seven to eight percent a year. We are finding new oil at a rate
substantially below the level, of exhaustion of existing' oil.

Another ,,way t 'look at it is this, 50 percent of the 'oil and
gas we get comes, from about 00, oil and gt fields and we have 12,000
fields in total in this country. We get the ass of our oil out of a few
fields and with the exception of the Prudhoe Bay field in Alaska we haven't
found one of those hundreds of 'giants in this country in many years.

As we look at the production that we are going to find from
here on bur, it is almost certainly going to be in little scattered deposits.
A miiacle,.. could occur; could have occurred in the Baltimore Canyon
and the geologic indicators today indicate that it is not occurring. ey
are finding more di,y holes, than production.

You will recall that Texaco founii scrne production but most
of the producers have, reported ./go .far. great disappointment; certainly not
a bonanza. The same thing is true with the Gulf Of Alaska, which as I
said earlier was regarded by the U.S. Geological Survey in the '60's as
the best potential inthis hethisphere. It now turns out that there are
seven ry holes in the -Gulf of Alaska and very little in the way of pros-,
pects



We are going to be lucky if we can stay even at todayis
levels of production for the remainder of the century for oil and the
possibility of getting a great, bit increase in that regard is almost nil.
To-stay even i/ going t o'require an enorrrous amount of effort 'on the . .,part, of the oil industry... an enormous am unt of money- from you.

: INaturalkgas production has been declining, as I pointed outearlier, year by yeaf. It will continue to decline. The National gnergy
Act will probably stabilize it at 'something like the current 18 to 19
trillion cubic feet.

, ,

.No one that I am aware of. in the industrK thinks that we
will be tole to turn the corner on natural gas, conventiOnal natural gas' and
significantly increase that again. If we are lucky, we will get as many
quads from natural gas at the end of the 'century as we are this year. ,

4 4 .

Let me next turn to coal. Coal is just not a happy commodity.
It is dirty and miserable to mine, kills a lot of people, tears up the land-
scape. If you drive, up through Appalachia now, you will see the remnants .
of the, mining of 100 ..years ago. . Those remnants will be there for 1000
years in parts of the country. People resist that and resent it. Coal, is
Miserable to burn. There are some estimates that as many as 60; 000 people
per year die prematurely in this' "country as a result (4 burning coal. That
is A respectable estimate that comes out of Brookhaven.

-:-:"---,,
It is miserable'.to transfer; -it is dusty- to' transport on coal

carrying cars; it leaves ,a fine mist behind it. Unit ,trains block ri hts of
way for long periods of time. If we really' begin to Move massive 4mounts
of coal from the West into the , East, we will have social discord of a very
high level. Moving 15 or 20 unit trains across a given right of way' in- a.
single da5r is.going to louse up hundreds and hundr-eds of grade crossings
and, tear up the tracks in, the process. It is a tough'busiriess. ,

We are .now producing 670 million ,tons of coal. We thought
1 a y6ar and a half ago when we put the National Energy Act up that we

could almost double that to 1.2 billion tons by, 1985. ow we see that
there is no way. A realistic -estimate today is sornew ere in the range of
900 million to a billion tons, way below the estimate that we made. We
wi once more coal 'steadily, but it is interesting to note that coal
production last year was almost identical to coal _production_ in 1918 and
again in 1947. -We never seem to break through 700 million tons. This'
year, we may make it-but the next 500 million tons of coal is going to be
tough. People do not like tv have it mined in their neighborhoods.

Next, nuclear power. I was with one of the principal vendOcs;
General Electric, this ,afternoon for an hour, listening to how they view the
world. _They are probably more optimistic that. I am. They cannot see
mtich in the 'way of taw orders coming down the track; it is just too diffi-
cult for the utility industry.

The utility industry is now confronted with a 12-year cycle
to license a plant, get it built, and get it on stream. It, literally is a
matter of ''bet' your company". If a coal-fired plant goes bad, you might
have a year's delay in getting it on and $100 million repair bill for a bad

18 C



i.:-.. rboiler,' ,bad ax e, turbines or whatever. .;If you. 'have a nuOlegr...Plant th.t.
goes bb.di ,you ighthave a pm milliAm demurrage bill, and..a, our. .year)i

.iielay...-' " _. ..k, -ci , o - .
.

V* 14-1 utility industry is no longer interested in taking those
sorts of risks. They are not ordering nuclear plants and they are Ot
abOut" to start. The way thirks-are now, n6alear. could be frinis@edr:l a
strategic contributor .to our

en4

ef, egy supplies in this country "unless th;
6 *process changes. ' .

,. .
That takes. us down to 'solar. '4-4_,et us thinks -carefully.,about

`solar.' How do vit_e use our energy?. We use a lot of it space heating.
. Solar can dr? that admirably. ,We use a lot of, it in process heat and solar

will be able to do that adequately. We can't use it for transportation
until we get to the point where we are prod-uctrfg electric vehicles, so the
transportation sector probably,, is. not .going to be invested with 'solar for
some years to come:

. N
The probleiin of eledtrical 'production with solar means is

very, very difficult. Right now we can prOduce photovoltaic cells for '
about $12 per peak watt. To stand head to heard with a yaiclear
that is in competitibn with a Coal-fired plant, we have to take that "from
$12 to 15 cents. That: is to say, we have to produce complicated photo-
voltaic arrays that are going to have to stay out there. and 'last for 20
years in order to pay for -themselves for about the 'same cost that are. now
associated with .producing a billboard.

It can be dcitie and it probably will .be done but it-is going
to take a ilot-a time 'to gefA-frorn here to there and a lot, of money. Next

-year, our solar photovoltaic or solar electric budget will be approaching:
$150 million and the year .after that ubstarktia)ely larger and we will still
be far aay from the economics solar. t -

Looking out .into the n xt century, we have to have solar --.
almost regardless of price. because hen we, get beyond the current system!
that I have described tyr you -by 2050, we only have two choices - actually ,

three - go back to the caves or nuclear fusion or solar.

The Department is spendin bout half a. billion dollars a
year on fusion. -MY own* estimate is that.. sion has Gout a 50/50 chance 'e

of turning out to be technically feasible a d if that occurs, about a 50/50
chance of being able to compete effectively with solar. That is to 'say,
fusion is about a 25 percent probability shot.

.. .

. . .

Further, we are not looking at the IN e ployment of three full-.

escale fusion plants, by 2020, if everything works like grease. .What that
means is you cannot have an industry by that time unless something
rad-cal occurs. However, this is a stepwise developing technology, and
radi 1 things do not develop at that\ end of the R&D ,phase. They occur
at th- end, down' at he low-cost, scientific side, out of the applied -.

ng side. - . ...._
. . '

We won4 have a fusiont'4friduStry of any 'agTitude luntil 2050.
at, is the sort of timefra.me in which we really have to view our national

nvestment in solar, as operating. It must come because otherwise all of
our eggs are in tlfeifusion`basket and the fusion basket is made of pretty

r.
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4. 4 ..( Ithin mate(rAl. '.It is not going to ynq,,e a massive' ontkibution during the-'
.remainder .of the. centufy. . .

N
1r ° Let me put some umbersron it. Right now; the solar , -.

contribution mostly i,s hytro. Most of ,the remainder is straightout burning
of wood and- the total is 5 quadg out of, that 80/ By the end of the century,idoing what ^w are doing today, that will be 10 quads. If we make a
virtually fo ced draft of it, we could increase That. into the range of 15 to,
29 qtiads. . hat is very, significant, iota it does not bridge 'the gap that I
have, 'outlined here for you,\, looking, at these other failing systems, Because
,indeed I regard these tither syStem6 as essentially 'failed.

.
..,What are we going to do? Thfitre is an enormous requirement

out there of 110 to 120 quads. That is goidg-to cone if we are successful
in doing what we have done now for more people; that is tp say, getting our
GNP vtehded. The Ca4ch 22 of expanding the GNP is the virtual certainty
that we will. require 50 perce t more energy at the end of the century than
we do today.. ,

/ We are not goi g to get any more from domestic oil, prob-
ably less.- We are not going to get any more from domestic gas. We are
going to get some more from coal but not enough to save. us.' , We are
going to set some more from nuclear, almOst entirely from plants now under
construction, not from new orders:- We are going to get a substantial assist -'-
from sola,, but westill have an enormous debit. What re we going to do
about(it2

.

Let me tell, you what the policy of this country has been up
until' just the last few months,, until last October; when in doubt, import.
I. mentioned earlier the four-year debate over whether or not we bring
Alaskan oil down through the Alasifa pipeline. Let me remind you that it
was firially resolved by a Congressional Act that said National Environmental
Policy. Act" no longer appliv -- effective force majeure.

.

Otherwise, the debate on whether the pipeline should be built
Would still be going on. However, the length of the debate meant that for
four years we imported a million barrels a day and more that we need not
have imported and .paid $5 billion a year in the form of balance of payments
outflows for it that we need not ha.ve jpaid.

1.

So it' is every time we sw to ourselves we will defer, which
is a polite war of saying cancel and r4iew planning. -In New England, it
means that old oil-fired plants up there are going to run for "lhother 5, 1
15 or 20 years importing every .drop of the oil they use and :putting anothe
grip on the balance of the payments.

So it is when we are unable to deal wit).
of taking th;.t oil off the West. Coast and bringing it w
Eneans that the people who .prodrice the Alaskan oil ar
a U.S. tant<eq that charges $5 a barrel to move it
it is going to 'be used and it means that their net
by $4 below that which .would be obtained if the p re there.. It
means that the 'producers simply don't want to e and t ir 'Alaskan produc-
tion any. They would rather keep the oil inkth ground becau they know,
at some point, they will find a better system either expo ng the Alaskan

the pipeline problem
ere it is needed. It

orced fo resort to,
the Gulf where

aska is reduced

20 '
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oil of-. finally -g-ettifig .thKii Pipeline built an not havi to .eat7that $4 "per,, . ,
Ikaitel.traneport9tion. cost. . A 4 ', ...

!" .' ' -.g a J '' .../ tV , .. 4 .
!

) COnsequent1St, today we are i Orting. its rmIgh .S.S 0, 000
bliltls a day,_"4Simply because we couldn't ndle the .0glut Proble on 'the ,

West Coast se. sibly.,-t and '10 .oh and soon. .

i .

.-N .,
, .

{

-
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The policy !of. this. c.ountrY,, up until the °Pre IdentIS signature- -,.on the National Energy Ac two months ago; w4 to irripo t 'whenever., we
tanOinfo -any domestic .problems..and -to tell :ours'elves that there really

plentyw.a.Sn'et tainx,,,problem. at all; plenty-Of d(1_ plenty of gas .just th?,igree,dy oil
peopleg-- prng to jack up the price; don't need',nuclear, don't need ',dinar,. get
rid of the .oil,,moriopolyand :depend on solar and,,you. wil1,13e saved. Terrible.

...' If we continue to be eve that,' the legislation that the. Executive4

.723ranch Sends up to Congress will- continue-t he Watered .down andikot be
adequate' to deal effec vely with/this problem. Take fuel switching, for -
exaMple: Congress ba watered downy a piece .oft legislation that. would
require utilities to ,get away from oil and switch to ,coal. The coriservation .

bill that .we sent up was badly watered down. We wanted a, very simple.
strelby,..tax on gasoline, just as lone example, to Curb d6mand, , and' cbuldn't
ge it. ,

One vote sticks -,in my mind. Rep. Thomath L. (Lud) ,..Aspley.
offered a resolution' bill to-the Boise for a four-cent tax on .gasoline.. It
wetit down 377-55. What sort of a world do we live in whvn -we, can drive .

when we. want, as fast- as we want, in any sort of a seven,-4-niles-per -gallon
recreational '.vehicle that we want, saying, that the whole business is a.
price conspiracy4y the oil industry sand at the same time know that ,,half, \pr
at least a substantial ,portion of the inflation that is killing this country, is, ,

attributable to the fact that we are bringing in $40 'billion worth of oil a
year and $50 billion next year, and we cannot affOrt it?

I tell you, as a fellow, who spent -hi sclife in goiienment trying\
to understand what the public interest was,' the experiences of, the last two 1.

years rubbing ,shoulders with the realities of the f this country and
Congress in the energy arena have' been a horrible experience. To see this

t. country headed for the brink, to see us- with the and the resources
that can turn us around and bring us back ilito a fah arkQ to see us'
frittering time away. We are no better off today that we were in 1973. We
have no live alternatives and my personal efforts, and the efforts of my -)

Department, to inject live alternatives into -the .system rust into enormous,
bitter opposition.

The big job. -then, I thihk, is to understand the bproblern. f
You don't have to view it as I-have given-it to you here tonight: Come to
whatever your own understanding is, but don't accept the placebo that there
is plenty of oil and gas out thererand solar is right behind us and all we
have to do,,ils go for divertiture, and we will solve the problem or that
Mexicbf will solve it for us.-

'As I indicated -earlier, I was t down in. Mexico and my own
4,N, Vt(eVV is that they are going to use their oil .a a rate that is comfortable for

them, not et a rate that is destruOtively inflat onary to their economy and
not to accornModate. us. \

,
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'Pk DR. STEWAT: Do we have any questions for Mr. O'Leary
' backe here? ,

Ilz ft')
OICE: You -mentioned ,that le only major disco'very of Soil

1,i,

and gas, particularly the gas, in the Iast 20 years was the Prudhoe 'Bay
Field. Were you saying that the Anadarko Basin is not paying off, in the.
deeper- -wells ?

in 1912.

.
. ;

t,
,

SECR,ETARY/15'LEARY: Anadarko was discovered, as I recall,
A,

VOICE: I meant rice deep well 'portion. lir

SECRET,A-RY 0',LEARY: Fine. .Anadarko was( paying off in
the,, deep well portIon, San Juan is, but the fact of the matter is the
Anadarko Basin was completely delineated, I would say, by about 1925. The
production that we e getting out of there, the first deep well that I recall
out of there, Cou 'Oaks, 20,000 feet, was about 15 years ago.

,
VOICE: That is what, I was referring to, that particular

lower basin. I thought that was considered a fairly appreciable amount.

SECRETARY O'LEARY: Mthink that is a very interesting
thing. I think 'like the 'shallow-of Anadarko though, this i,s an important part
of the debate because !n fact we are going to depend upon the, giants, these
massively substantial deposits. We are" not finding' any more and the gentle-
man puts his finger ';on a very interesting sort of a proposition.

,

The mystery and mystique of the oil a d gas industry is, we
found sot much do)vn to about 6.000 feet. Virtually 1 drilling they weredoing in this country has been shallower than 6, opo eet. When we go the
next 6,000 feet,. the theory was that we ,would'fin much, and when. we
'get the followitg two intervals of 6,000 feet down to what are today's
technorlygical limits, 24, 000Jto 30,000, we would have several other repli-c'ations of. the paSt.

The point that 'I want to make 'here is that is not happening.
Wit were able to .find the easy' shows on the basis of surface indicationsand as yet, at least: we are not sufficiently sophisticated in seismic tech-
niques to be able to see 30,000 or 20,000 feet down with .the aix._eidegree
of validity as we were /able to see only 5,-000 or 6-00 feet down 50 years. .

ago.
.

, ,
. , d'1..,measureet me give ,you r of that. King Hubbert; who

up until recentlyomas an employee o the U. S. Geological Survey, did a very.
interesting 'statistical analysis 'of oil findings per 10 million linear feet
drilled in this country; the same thing was true of gas, so the example-
-hold S. a

He divided history not into episodes Of 5 or 10 years "t
rather into periods of which 10 million feet linear feet had been drill .
in -the firSt of these epochs, and there are now perhaps 25 here, his ar
chart is like that'4(indicating straight, up-) and the second one is also ver
Flight



Remember the first .epoch was from roughly 1859 until maybe
1870 or 1£1,80, verSr.,. very primitive: cable tools, geological service indica-
tions onlyI no seismic Capacity, no nothing, just see a slick and go out -and
drill or` see a moUncl and go out--and drill. Success then, per mikickn feet
drilled, was very, very good.

16. The ext 10 million feet was very, very good; the next 10
million feet very, 'kery good. The next 10 million feet was not so good, so
the curve does down' until for the last 5 or 6 of these intervals, it, has been
flat, relatively likq an inch compared to 2 feet.

..
That .is the 'point I thinP k we must bear in mind, that we are

running' a technological race, and. of course, this would have gonF to zero
unless we had broad technology, both in finding and getting. You could not
get to 20,000 feet for example, 50 years ago, and even if you had a certi-
f4cate saying the gas was :there only 20,000 feet down,' it would not have
had any value.

The technology of -both finding and going after the gas has
advanced enormously over this period of time. Tnus, we are able to hold
our own, -but with much more difficulty than during these easy, days, when
we were finding all of this oil and gas with each 10 million feet drilled.

4

We are now, despite the infusion of an enormous amount of
technology, finding it in a very much smaller amount.

VOICE: Mr. Secretary, ,,What are your feelings about the .

substitute fuels from gas and liquids from coal and the shale oil possibili-
ties?

SECRETARY O'LEARY: I alluded to those when I said that
the Department had made very, very significant efforts in .the course of the
past year to take the most advahced of ttlese technologies and bring them
on. There is 'enormous rtsistance to bringing these technologies forward.
I, frankly, do not understand it.

We were making, in my town of Reno, Nevada, when I was
a wee lad, 70 dr 80 years ago, town gas ''out of coal. That technology 'has
been largely lost now. It is inexpensive and very primitive 'technology but
certainly you can make a natural' gas substance out of coal. The fkrst. of
those plants is, at least 100 years

There were silffitient advances in that technology, particularly
during the. period of the '20's and '30's in Germany, to. bring it within
reasonable ecOnomics,,,re!asonable in terms of the ujiture price .of, oil. We
will probably pot encounter another_quadrupling -of the oil price as we did
in '73 -'74, but almost cextairtly in the nex't 10 years, it will dOuble. We
can probably, brThg sYnikietic *els at roughly that next juncture, that.'
next doubling. What -,Z suspect we will do is we will wait .until they double
and then we will make the necessary investments to bring on old technology.
These technologies are essentially Fischer -.Tropsch arid hydrogenation. I.
guess the most common technology that we:will be using in the years to
come is the old Lurgi technology that was Started in 1926. We will make
the investment then in these old technologies and lose in the process as
much as 15 years.

I.
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, . My '-get view
to making ,Very; very large
and oil. PoliticallS7, I see
within th nexus decade.

f
is technologically there is no partidular trick
-4uantities within the range of price of both gas
little. likelihood that ,we will , be doing either

With regard to oil shale, we are told by the oil shale
comPani s that a relatively small tax credit of $3 a barrel with a lid of

20-, at what point the $3 tax break ,would disappear, woul d. be enough incen-
tive . into rg out investment in several plants of '50;000' barrels per day each.

I' have heard this sort of talk ever- since I was, I should
iznagi e, in my early 20's. I will believe it, when I see it or I will 'see it
when believe it, or some such construction, but I think it is worth a try.
I thin if ive can say .to the 4ndustry that we can generate the beginnings
of whet could very well be a strategic contributOr to energy options in this.
count y with that sort of a tax break, it will be, in retrospect, a bargainto th 'people of this country. We proposed the $3 tax credit and it got
clog in the last session of Congress, but at the last minute, along with
so any other things, it was aborted, so it did not happen. These things
are alwayS just about to happen; it seems to me they never quite happen.

VOICE: Mr. Secretary, have you found any relief in our
mise of tertiary recovery from the 'old oil fields ?.

SECRETARY O'LEARY: -Yes and nd. The question was have
w found any relief from .tertiary oil from old oil* fields ? 'We know where
o e pot load of 1 is. We are able, to produce only about 30 percent of
t e oil that, we fin now in this country and we /leave the rest of it just

We h \re increased that, incidentally, up to recent years, by
itting there.
bout half a percen a year. Right after the war, for example; we were
roducing about 15 percent' of the oil originally in .place and I would say

the figure now ap roaches 31 or 32 percent..

The qu stion is, can .you. go out and really get a' sweep of a
field and get recoveries of 60' and 70 percent? :The answer is yes, in some
places it is being done. We had a `surprising number of tertiary 'floods in
this - country; there were probably 200) as we stand here, but there total
contribution to production is under 300, 000 barrels,

You think about tertiary contributing another million, barrels
a day over the next 5 to .10 years and it is a massive chore. The 'difficulty
with it is that it is very energy intensive.

The forms of enhanced oil recovery we are finding rpost
successful today are literally, steam drive where you have a 'steam genera-
tor on the surface, produce steam intake under pressure into the reservoir,
into a given well for a month to 3 months and then- reverse the flow. By
that time, you will' have heated the heavy oil. This is particularly appli-
cable in places like California where they have large deposits of a very
fiscous oil.

The steam heats the oil, lets it oflow, and it will return up
the pipe and may' be pumped then. That pumping may go on for 3 or 4 -
months. Finally, it will dwindle down and then we start the cycle again of

. injecting, the steam for several months, then retrieving the oil. You can
see that this is energy intensive.
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Other forms also tend to be intensive in energy: materials.
There are a number of chemical floods going forward. The chemicals are
almost adsorbitants almost sure, unfortunately, to be oil derivatit/es so
you are using a, very Subsstantial portion of your net return in winning the
oil. It is just a matter of the economics not:being right.

However, I suspect that if I am correct in my view, the .rs

quick" price for Oil, in the 'world will go .to the $25 range within Y:the next
seven 'to eight years. Then' there will be a flourishing enhanced oil

,recovery industry in this 'country. .

VOICE: I' noticed you dienot mention alcohol as a gasoline
Substitute. Is there': some .season for that?

, -
SECRETARY O'LEARY: Well, I tell you, I like alcohol.

The question ip, why didn "t mention alcohol as a gasoline 'substitute. In
a way, I did, in a tricky way; the Fischer- Tropsch technology, produces
a methanol, but you are really thinking of' something from grains.

If yoti, take a look' at the Potential here, you can probably
meet about six percent of your liquid requirements, if you were able to
collect all) of the colleCtable garbage in' the United States and bring it to
gas. '

It is possible to make a significant contribution but if I can
distinguish between a strategic contribution7such as that we now receive
from Oil and coal and a tactical contribution, garbage- is purely on the.,
tactical: side.

What you do with garbage is you find ways iron reduce, the cost
of getting rid of it A lot of the cost is associated with land "a`C`quisitiOn
and the, hail to the land. In New York City, for example,n probably to haul
it to land and a landfill, it would cost $30 a ton.

If you could get $1,0 a ton back in the form Qf energy; you
ould Significantly reduce the net outlay of the taxpayers of New York. It

would not make it economic per se if you, had 'to pay for t e garbage and
pay for the haul but as an' offset to the haul and to the Ian dispos'al, it
does make a great deal of sense.

I think we will see a lot of it and we are already seeing an
enormous amount of interest in 'it under our experime4ts of one sort or
another with garbage conversions, picking up, all over the country, including
one or two successful ones.

The economic concern, Wheelabrator-Frye for example, .hast,
an outfit outside of Boston that is working and it appears to Have relatively
attractive economics so I think we will see more, of that as tbe haul and
land" costs dictate. k

With regard to growing corps, and then producing alcohol 'from
4hose, as close as I can figure, you are looking here on a Btu equivalent,
with gasoline, for example, at about $2. Some would say $1.50. That is
without the tax; that is at the refinery and a lot of it is being produced now.
Let me say a word about that technology.



Mankind has been involv*d in the conversion oft cereal grains
into alcohol tor a good 15 to 20 years, maybe even longer, (laughter) so we
know what the technology is and we know what the costs are. There are:
large distilleries all over this country, for example, using fairly advanced
technology.

It is not the sort of thing where you are going to have a radi-
cal breakthrough. which will permit you to significantly reduce costs.

The reason the farm belt is very interested in this, why it
is a very big item in Nebraska, is because they are burdened with surpluses
and they would very much like to find a way to offlay- those surpluses.

4Let me ask you to think about :this. You build a WI refin-
ery and the surplus disappears, say as a result of famine in Russia. Faced
with crop failure elsewhere in the world, where -does the wheat go? On
humanitarian grounds., it does not go into the distillery. It _goes out, in all
likelihood, so you cannot lOok upon this as using sUrplus. You have to look
upon this ias dedicated acreage, dedicated for that purpose.

' When you begin to, put together all of those economics, you
will find that yOu really do not like what you find at the end of that rainbow.
We can get methanol from coal for probably half the price of, methanol from
grain. If you look upon it as a matter ..of strategic contribution, we have an
enormous amount ,of coal and there is an enormous potential for. the pro-

/duction of menathol.
- -

As a result of ale of the interest We are getting now, this
last year, we spent some money in some investigation to find out if there
is some normal technology' for ways to deal with the uncertainties of sur-
plus. Unless something comes on, that is not now foreseen.. I do not
believe that .we will see a strategic .contribution, although it, is to be sure
there can be a significant tactical contribution from the growing of grain
for the production of alcohol.

t.
VOICE: 1Q6tild you enlighten us at all on some experiments

in Louisiana on geopressurized methane?

SECRETARY O'LEARY': Texas.

VOICE: I think it is LouisiAna.

SECRETARY O'LEARY: It is 30 miles outside of Houston..
`When I was down there dedicating a well on a very, hot day in June, they
told me it was Texas.. All around the Gulf ther are pods of hot water,
lensmatic in shape of varying .sizes, some small, some big, at 8epth, hot,
briny and saturated with methane. The oil 'people- ha've been running into
those things for generations- and they don't like them.

When I described natural gas prospects I spoke of natural,
convention sources. As the price of methane has gone up we can now
begin to talk about the occult -- unconventional natural gas. These depos-
its clearly are there and clearly are laid in with natural gas and involve

- some very interesting problems.

First of all is the temperature. You are dealing with 300
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degrees or thereabouts;- Secondly, Ky are under very, very high -pressure.
'Third the well we are drilling in TexaS 'is'.16, 000, close to 17:0.00 feet and
Costs $6 million. You. have to have a flow rate of 40, 00d barrels a day to.Make -a well work. _

,

The first concern we
. ca;aTZ/we are not beginnihg to pro-

duce that well, is at some point; well before 40;000 barrels a day, .we
will begin to poll that formation Of the wel That is a problem. It. may
be that we can lick that problem by Multiple' depletions. We are. not
really putting that much Of a pressure differen al right at one point in the,
reservoir, ,so we will try that. We will try gradually stepping up produc-
tion to see what happens. '\.-

. , . .

. .
The. second thinkink you have to do is you have to get rid.of

.

5 tons of water for. everY. mcf, of gas, very -large' volumes of brimy water.
Then there is the shrirnping71_n: terest and oth4r commercial fisherman do
not want you to put such larg volumes into the. immediate onshore . area
or into the fishery area that .-,1:t begin to change the salinity:

.4... ,

'In order to get the dunes of natural gas that you want, you
run the risk of changing: the salinity sp ypu are either going to have to take 0
it. way. out in the Gulf, and that is going to be expensive or reinject it into
the kormation.'

In .the Long Beach, California, area, before' the operators
begin to reinject sea water, they had a _subsidence of 22 feet and yOu
could do that in spades on one of these pressurized things, pouring out
these enormous . quantities of water to get strategic quantitiesof gas. You
have to take Vie tremendous volume of this geopressurized Water out and
you are going to have subsidence problems wherever it is produced.

Finally there is the problein of 'volumes. In order to make
one of these thingswork, 'you have to have, behind that well, about three
cubic miles of thiallensmatic structure. It may be that there is a lot of
this stuff, but we are not at the point where we are only' beginning to
*characterize the reserves or resources_ dowri there and we do riot know
whether tliere are a lot Of 'three-mile deposits or just Very few. It is an
extremely-Interesting possibility at the moment,

If you had to put a number to it, 50/50. if it works, what a
bonanza.. It could turn the natural `gas situation in this country around. It
could, begin to turn it around as early as .1990. If it does not -work. it is
just another great .idea and right now; it is at that point -- very, very
interesting, but unfortunately, the :assertion that this cures the gas prob-
lem was about tyears early.

VOICE: I notice in your scenario for 2050, you mentioned
the fusion reactor and the solar but you did rriit `n-lake mention Of the .breeder
reactors. Do you see ?sly, future at all for the breeders, either technical'
or strategic? '

-SECRETARY O'LEARY: It depends entirely upon how people
feel about it. What you all think of breeders, but let me put the question
in these terms.

.If you had. the 'vote- and your- vote was yes, we' are going to
have them or no, we are not going to have them, how does thiS audience
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vote? How many af.e for,, yes, we

(A shows of hantis. )

are going to have the breeders?

SECRETARY O'LEARY: An how many are for, no, we are
not going to have breeders? .

. r .

r- (A show of hands.)

SECRETARY OILEARY: I Would s that's unusual.. You have
here probably a 60/ztO split in favor of having breederS.. The one that I
made with regard to'the light water reactor, that is to say, conventional
nuclear fission, as we understand it today, really took into account the
point there.- We, sure as hell are not going to need breeders unless we
have light water reads-tors in much larger numbers than w* can now"foresee.

Let me give you a little rundown, a little numeric here, that
I find of -great interest. When I was with the good .AEC, we made all sorts
of projections. We were saying in the year 2000, we will .have 50 percent .

of our electrical energy produced by nuclear, plants and .there will be 12.06. of:
those little devils kicking around out there, 1200. That estimate was made
in 1973.

I would .say' the DOE estimate -toda.i is 380; my estimate is
200. I have been much, more consistently right in making these, estimats
than anybody else in the business.. For example,' just a few years ago,

Rthe.E DA estimate Was that by '85, we would have 285 gigawatts of nuclear
generation by 1985.

To '85, at that tithe,- 'my number was 110. My number is
still 1 0. --' They now agree, so here is, a forecast. My track record has
been re pectable. I .say that we are not going -to have, more than 200 plants.'

With that sort of situation, you simplk,have no sort Of place
for breed s. I think there is no question 'about the technology. you
will recall, the first power reactor we ever had,in 'this country,. as early as
1952, was breeder.

The French apparently can build them and we are almost as'
smart as th rench and could probably build one too, but .I tell you, you
want to get int political ,problems, they are a lot of fun. I do not think
we will do it; do not think we will see breedexs until there is an entirely
different attitud- towards the whole fission busines§....

Inc dentally, I regard that as a tragedy. If you take a .look
at the environinen al and social and health costs '`of*,;coal versus nuclear,
there is just no w coal can compete with nuelear. It is cheaper from
the standpoint of th environmental costs, probably one order of magnitudie
less and from the s andpoint of health costs, it appears that' it is more on
the order of two ord rs of magnitude or maybe"even more.

The Arn rican public does not like nuclear energy; women dip
not like them, particul rly because they look upon" them as an -attack upon
the genetic stock of ci ization. They were caught up in concerns about
half life.

What I am `oncerned about are things like lead and cadmium
but this half life, that will just go on pois9ning you forever and forever.

n.
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.Nevertheless this'-country is
expect to see it turn around
can get away with 'importing
commentary.

just turned off on,nuclear power .: and I do notf
for the remainder of. the century; as king as we
oil, 'we are not going' to do it. It is a sad

S'TE'WART: May we hi.ve one other. question, 'please?

VOICE': gr. Secretary, inthe early .1960's when President
Kennedy instilled in the _American ,public a sense of urgency that' we, had to
get on the moon within 10' years, 'with a massive influx of governmental
;monies; at one time, it was .estimated that we had over 50 percent of the
Php's in,this country and in one way or another working in this administra-
tion.

We did in "fact, reach the moon in 10 years. My question
is, .why -can't we instill that sense of urgency through the Administration to
the public that we .need to develop alternative sources .of effigy? It seems
we are asking entrepreneurs in the private sector to guide us with small

,incentives from the government, monetary incentives,'- into the solar -age.
-Why can't the Administration instill a sense of urgency irito

the government, in 6ui legislators, to hind a decent program to guide us
into a new, era of energy?'.

SEC RETARY O'LEARY: It depends, I guess, on what you
think a decent program is As I said earlier, the 1980 budget for solar
will approach' 'a billion. The 1980 bus :et' for fission, principally on a

breeders, will approach a billion. Th- 19g0, budget for coal conversion
will approach a. billion. The 1980 b e et for conservation, will approach
half a billion -- no, it will approaci a billion because we have things
coming out. We are spending $4 billion and nobody begrudges that money.

As a nation, we apparently are quite willing to spend enor-
rnous amounts of money on research but we are not willing to spend money

. on development. It is something that really confuses me, I tell. you.

The point that' I made earlier with regard to coal comes from
a bitter expeOence over this last year. I have spent untold hours trying to
get the first three synthetic fuel from coal plants built, one for liquid, one
for a clean solid and one to produce natural gas. I tell you it feels to me
sometimes that what I am doing is running my -head against the wall.

The decisions keep bounciag up and down to the President like
a yoyo. It is not a matter of instilling or anything like that. I really
quarrel with your hypothesis. I would say that 60 percent of all-.of the
solar activity going 'forward in the priVate sector today is going forward one
way or another because of the money we are putting into it, principally the
buys we are making, so we are really doing our best to try to get the money
opt there.

It is just that we have to decide that we have a problem. It
is the point I was trying to make in the -first _half hour that I spent with you
You go talk to the Congressmen as I do everyday, during the Congress
Season, and you find this repeated theme. This is a ripoff conspiracy by
the oil' industry.



-What you guys really ought to do, they say, is make the oil
industries divest. There' i$ no feeling there is areal problem 'underneath
this., The papers ,riOnit play a real problem. Well, the Pf'esident used
the phrase, "the Moral Equivalent of War" on April 20, 1977, he was
culed, but it is the moral equivalent of war. You can heap any _amount of
ridicule on meyou wish for the reiteration of that but there is just no
feeling of urgeficy here and why should there, be? The papers tell us we
:have a lot of oil. The gas tank tells its that the price of gas just went
down two cents; heating oil, in real terms -- and this is a shocker. °-- is
cheaper than it was in 1963. Gasoline is cheaper in real terms than it was
in 1963.

We. continue to keep price contrors on both oil and gas. Now ,
why shoed anybody tape this ,setiously? So I do not know what you do. As
I say, that is the crucial problem. How do you get you, you and you
thinking about this and knowledgeable enough about it so that you can make
up your mind , yes, there is .a problem?

It is a problem, a hell of a problem. It is a problem that
unless we deal with it more effectively, we've ruined this country. How
do you get thA vrord -- well, goodnight to you.

(Applause. )

DR. S.TEWART: Thank you, Secretary b'Leary, for thi.
Most informative presentation. You set the stage for a nationaVconference.
I. know you arc anxious to leave but we do have a few housekeeping
remarks.

(Whereupon, the opening session c6ncluded. at 8:25 p. m, )
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY CLUSEN: Thank you very much.,I think you can tell from the description of my responsibilities at the
Department of Energy why, I am glad to be here to do this, because this
is certainly the kind of conference in which the joint aims of ener andthe environment are joined.

-
In addition to that, of course, I could never-resist the

opportunity to say even a few words at any conference which espouses
public awareness of public issues, given the fact that. I have been a life-
time advocate of exactly that.

4

I think, since I had no part in the planning of this confer-,
ence, I can also congratulate another part of the Department of -Energy fOr
its foresightedness in putting together exactly thelfctors which must ;be
joined in any kind of balanced decision-making on energy issues, and I
hope that yoU make the most of the time you have ,here together. Isure you will.

- ,

But most of all, I am glade to be here because I 'would /no
,way i'esist the invitation to address the next speaker: I know from the i

things he ;has said and done that we share common views: The belief Ithat
we can have both a clean environment sand an adequate su.pplyi o energy;a belief that balance is the key, . that people do not want to turn back the

-i clock to the wasteful times of the past decade. id 0
.

Our speaker' hashas not Einly articulated these ideas,, but
proven them in the hard realm of politics, of ogernnient, , and of emment himself. He has a retrong belief. that- the quality of life should
and will not be sacrificed to economic development

e h

.

has,.
t. oy

t

He served two consecutive,terms as- 'the\
State of Idaho following career in the State Senate in
at the time he was nominated to the, c.a.binet, the ,Chaff
Governors', Conference in 1976. But." think' he is per
most of all as a strong 'advocate of the legislation whi
Idaho, into thve National Wild and Scenic. Rivers Act.

I would like to quote to you a couple of thing's, lie said at
that time and since. He was strongly opposed on that particular pcant in
parts of Idaho because there was some feeling that there were to many
wild rivers in part of the system already and that no 'more:Could be
afforded.

GovertiOr of the'
Idaho. IHe was,
..an. of the National
arts r e me rnbered
h Put five 14ivers in

In fact, his opponents said, '.,'we cannot afford to sacrifice
any more, to which the Secretary replied, "We': shoUld he so fOrtunate-',
in other a Al as well To preserve. -is not to 'sacrifice or destrby. '!

. And then shortly before .aye was sworn int,. he Maild lear -
where he stands by saying, "Wee 'haVOO., mLke but 4fter yre male
a living we have t@ have a living:that is worthwhile." ;(*" '7



About a month ago it was my priv..ilege-to appear on the
same panel .with him at a conference in MemphiS. His -direct and
unequivocal-answers to some very difficult questions, particularly in the
realm of water resources, earned him the respect of the audience and
the panelistas well.

- Therefore, it is a particular pleasure for me to introduce
to you the. Honoiable Cecil Andrus, Secretary of the Department of
Interior.

(ApplauSe. )
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SECRETARY ANDUS: Thank you very much, Ruth. Goodmorning, ladies and gentlem

Now that you have pulled the environmental hat right downaround my ears for me, Ruth, I will try to achieve some of the balance
that you spoke of: I, too, would like to offer my congratulations .to the
co-sponsors of this conference. I concur with what was said earlier, that
this group- - and particularly the educational portion of this group- -could
well be the glue that binds together the diverse, beliefs, needs, desires ofthe people of America as we move towards this critical balance.

Gene, I would like to say that I knew we had something in.
common. I find out in your introduction that you received your education
from Georgia institutions. Well, I would say to you .that I, too, am
receiving some of my education from Georgia institutions. (Laughter. )

..I am ple4sed that you here. , The Department of Energy,
under Jim Schlesinger's guidance and the outstanding individuals that he hason his team, .are to be congratulated for their desire to bring about solutionsto these problems.

Jim Schlesinger is very knowledgeable iri many fields. At a'cabinet meeting yesterday morning, Jim w s talking about one of his children.
He mentioned that he and Mrs. Schlesinge are looking at universities and
colleges. I said, "Well, Jim, what does he desire to study?" Jim -told methat he would really like to see her at a and grant college where resources
would be available to her to further her education in the environment, energy,and other such subjects. l

I sa d,c,"Did you by chance take a look at the University of
Idaho ? There is a land grant college that can offer a great deal. " He said,
"Yes, we did,' but w found that out there all they have are football playersand girls with bad reputations. "

I said, "Jim, it is funny you would menti on that. My wifegraduated from the University of Idaho.' (Laughter. ) He said, "Well, -what.position did' she play?" (Laughter. ) So, he is swift and able, as you willsee tomorrow when he speaks. to you.

In my introduction and other comments that have been madehere this morning, we again have referred to this balance, and any timethat you talk about energy, education, environment at a business and labor
conference, we- have to address the balance situation.

The problems we face can be brought into focus by consideringwhat is happening at the very time of our meeting, and what will happen in
the immediate future. -0.

For example, from this moment until I apish my commentsthis morning, some 5,000 new babies will come into the world. By the
time 'that I reach retirement age at about the end of the century, there willbe somewhere around 8. billion people, roughly double our today'.s population,in the world.

.

During my lifetime-- sometimes I feel lengthy lifetime and.
other times relatively short 1. etimethe .U. S. population has increased from
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about 125 million people to more than 220 -million.
. .

I don't come to you this morning to -discuss with you popula-- .
tion growth or birth -control. That is really outside of my field., But -

. these staggering world population figures indiCate- the tremendous challenges
that we face in trying to meet the employment and the material needs of
nearly 4 billion additional people in the world.

What I want to address this morning is how we go about
answering this challenge of an expanding population in a-finite world, where'
the outer edges of our frontiers have already been reached. Some clues to
our future and .what we will have to doa can be found it we will look at our
past. .

To a large degree,- the rapid economic growth of the. United_
States was achieved at a very high cost to the environment .of Amerida.
When we Americans used up the resources in one place, or one place
became 'too crowded, we just went over the hill to virgin' territory and
started again. .1.

I

There were a few voices in the wilderness Who warned ..that
we were unnecessarily degrading the land, that we were killing too much of
the 'wildlife or depleting the resources, but our country was really about one
century old before the first token efforts at conservation were unde-rtaken by
the Federal Government and by the public entities throughout America.

In the past decade, however, we- have indeed made some very
rapid progress. As we approached the Bicentennial, there was, a consensus
in America that we had -- and I will use my phrase again; Ruth -,- -that we
had to make a living, but after we had accomplished that we had to.(have 4/
life that was worth living. ,

, .

Now, ours is the first generation to face this issue squarely.
President Carter is the first President willing to meet these -.difficult issues
head-7(3n. Economically -and environmentally, the President aneI are', pay-
as-you-go people., We want a balanced budget so that the costs' for the \
benefits and services of today are not transferred ,on to future generations.

,We want a balanced program of resource development, conse'r*,
vation, and reclamations so .that the environmental, costs of material goods
and the energy we consume today are not left for us or our children to
pay in the future. We want to leave a little something in the way of
resources and in the way of options for the future.

I don't think any of us have an ego so great that we truly
believe that we have to make all of the decisibns for the next hundre
years. Our greed today could sentence future generations to poverty and
we reject the imposing of that legacy upon future- generations.

The Surface Mining Act, the law that was passed in 19,77,. is
a good example of the commitment to pay as we go. We simply want to be
sure that when coal is removed, the surface of the land is replAced and
repaired so that that same

we
will be available for another use In *other

wwords, instead of the way e have done it is past years in many places,
the, strip mining should be a temporary use of that land.
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.Keep in mind what I said in the opening, that there are no
new frontiers to move into. We know where We~ are today. At the same
time that we are recognizing that these types of operations should be
temporary uses, we have accelerated our efforts 'to repair the damage done
in the pa,st by those miners who perhaps did not think of or realize the
legacy that they were leaving.

,
Are these things inflationary? Does this impair ourability,

to produce energy? They are good questions, questions that have to be
answered, questions that you will address here in your conference.

T It is inflationary only in the sense .that today we are paying.

the full cost of :.surface mining of coal rather than ignoring part of that price.
The cost of coal today is 'relatively higher because it was riot fully paid for'
in the past. There is no contradictioq- between the Carter administration
determination to increase the use of

'is
coal in America and, our determination

to see that it is Mined- with the least environmental impacts.
or,

I. believe that competently managed companies using modern
technology can mine coal and reclaim the land, and make a profit. Ladies
and geratlemen,- they are do\ ing it.

i
I bellieve that the commitment to environmental protection,./' whether for coal, petroleum, t other uses of the natural resources, will

mean more jobs in the labor rharket, rather than fewer. There will be
additional jobs for thbse.-pedple out there reclaiming the land and those
people manufacturing the- equip;iieet necessary to protect the quality of the
environment. ,.\ ..

..
.-.-- It will inean':m re 30 s in the long run because rather than

' leaving behind , a, destate path of destruction, reclamation will leave behind, :
J -

,. . ., .
areas: whitch-;#ill retain .t ;v luejor additional uses in the future, for
economic enterprides, efat e atiOn, . or for the regeneration of .nature.., IIareas, fl 7h.. and wildlife -",hal: Watershed protection, 'and others.

.,- ' -Now, Lhave use the coal mining sittiation as an example
-here... h6.-t, I .aim talking:oho t is all .of our natural resources and, the. cost

II'. of tisi g' them . versus the cos of ahusing them, and each one can be corn-
.puted VI .dollars an cents. ,

One point .whiff h ha distressed me, is the fact that when we
discilseriSsues inv lying- en rgy, 'jobs, environment, and all other things

_that:you are:.' talking, about ere, -1,t.'e//haileTtfie human tendenca, to categorize
petiple and to Ololarizp peo le.. 0n.r'person is an nenvironlirentalist." ,

AnOtlier .pe-rson _is ::-.0. 1:diggerft-1-:or 'ra/,'!developpr. " Another is a consumer
( advocate,, .and so on and -so zph: and So on. Well, we tend to think of

ourselves -as being' one of (-these, y.::4 know, the good guys or the bad guys.
Well,' -I submit that all of lisi'..all of 'us .in America are consumers, all of

..:.. 4,g...arY developerS, ' aLr id aill of .]:uk, when you scratch deep 'enough, have some
'enViiikunentalist 'it our makeup: -

The solf-proclaimed environmentalists frequently 'use ,,and
enpy the benefits of our industrial - society a great deal more than they
would like/ to. acirni-- Indeed, in today's world, we must have high tech-
nology to 'help us' achieve , our enifir,onmental goals, but keep in mind that
the union Workers,rthe. businessmen, those developers, who must' have
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natural resources for 'their very bread -and butter, usually are the ones
who enjoy hunting, fishing, or taking the family out on a camping trip into
the great outdoors.

4
Likewise, who among us in this room is not a consumer?

Who among us is not concerned about rising prices for the items that we
want and need 'tie most? We can raise the level of debate over energy and
natural resource issues considerably if we can encourage people to under-
stand the many hats that each of us wears.'

There was one school of thought a few years back That the
publit environmental awareness of the early 1970's would quickly run its
course and there would be a backlash against environmental protection by
the end of this decade. That has not happened, and I submit to you that
it is not going to happen in the 349 days that are left in the decade of the
seventies. Inflation or not, recent opinion polls confirm what mly tray is
around America these past two y,ears have led me to believe. Americ ns --
and I mean the white collar, the blue collar worker, the T-shirt wear --
all -of the are deeply concerned about conservation and environmental
protectio

They want to be sure that there are enough jobs.. The_y want
the en gy that we need. They want the raw materials that are necessary
for a higher standard of living. They are deeply concerned about inflation.

They would like to .bring baclesome, but only some of the
-asp ects of the good old days. One part of the good, old days, which I
believe most Americans today reject, and it is clearly reflected in the
polls, is, the philosophy that the best way to produce energy and the best .

way to extract natural regEources is always the cheapest way. Not so. ,They
recognize that there is a price tag on those comtnodities I mentioned earlier.

People are beginning to realize that what once seemed free
is not free. In fact, it never was. Clean air in an industrial society is
not free. Clean water in a 'heavily populated area is not free. Good hunt-
ing and fishing or other enjoyable outdoor recreational aspects, by no meansare free. What w are attempting to do at the Department of the Interior
is to increase the production of energy, of timber and other resources from
the public lands, while taking adequatet steps to maintain the quality of the
environment.

We are trying to strike that balance that everybody talks
about, between extracting those resou rces that are needed by our society
and preserving those resources essential for the good health of the natural
world in America.

Interior is not the only place where we have to look for that-
balance. It is not the only place that has a responsibility for this, but it
probably is the place where. we have more impact in government, because we
are charged with the responsibility of thestewardship of those millions and
millions of acres of your real estate.

I sometimes kid Mike Blumenthal, our Secretary of the
Treasury. I say to Mike, "You keep the books on a daily basis, but we
over in Interior really have the wealth." We have responsibility, for much
of the Wealth of America because the Department of Ihterior has jurisdiction
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over the leasing of the Outer Continental Shelf for oil and gas, "onshore oil
and gas leasing, hard rock minerals, timber resources and other naturalresources on and under the Federal lands.

Now, let's .look at another example. Let's look quickly at
Alaska as an example of the clash between the need for development and
the need for conservation.. This may seem strange, since Alaska does
have,/so very few people living up there. But recently that north country
has 'become the focus of our most ambitious and most- successful effort to
reconcile, the apparent conflict -- and I say apparent "conflict -- between
protecting our environment and making the resources available for the
economic needs of the people that live there and the people in the Lower 48.

Acting under a directive of the 1971 Alaskan Native ClaiM
Settlement Act, this administration recommended to the Congress the estab-
lishment of 92 1/2 million acres of new national park, wildlife refuge,
national forest, and wild river areas.

Whell' the Congress was unable to complete the action before
it adjourned, we in the administration moved to protect that land through a
combination of national monument proclamations by the President and admin-
istrative withdrawals by myself.

Choosing the areas to be protected was, ladies and gentlemen,
an immense ,job, and one of the most difficult decisions I have ever made.
For one thing, in Alaska., the spectacular is mundane. Places that would
long ago have been brought into the national park system, if they were in_
the Lower 48, are simply average up there. So, we knew that only the
crown jewels of that area could be protected. This meant those few areas
that were the richest in wildlife habitat, the highest and most spectacular
of the mountains, or the more important of the scientific sites.

At the same time we know that' Alaska is a vast storehouse of
petroleum and minerals which our nation needs now and will need in the
future. The problem was the same old one: How do yoti balance the
interests in a way that you recognize both without tipping the scales too far
one way or the other?

We also realized that the wild lands themselves probably
will be one of the state's greatest assets long after the last lump of ore
fias been extracted. Americans will still be going to that state to enjoy
the wild places, to hunt, fish, see the animals, .breathe the clean air.
Tourism is destined to be one of the premier industries of the state of
Alaska.

Last year, 'they b?ought in, through tourism, more than
$150 million, to their economy. Eventually more than two-thirds of Alaska's
375 million acres will be available for development. The. state is receiving
104 million acres, the Alaska natives are receiving 44 million acres to
settle their aboriginal claims, and more than 100 million acres of federal
land will be available,' under BLM for use in development in the Multiple Use
Agreement.

.

Now, how did we draw the lines on the map?, 'We used a
computerized resource inventory prepared by the state of Alaska to locate
the highest resource areas up there. Then, we carefully drew our boundaries
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to exclude 9,0 percent of the high potential oil and gas areas and 70 percent
of the high potential hard rock mineral areas, and we 'excluded the more
than 358 million acres offshore from protective covenances.

As America's need increases, Alaska's nonrenewable resources
will be available, and equally, so will Alaska's renewable resources. The
fish and game up there attract many visitors, but commercial fishing --
just the commercial aspect of fishing, disregarding the sport fishing in
Alaska -- is still their biggest nongovernment employer, and it looks like
it can only` grow.

0But Alaska's very rich ocean fisheries are dependent upon the
source of clean water that flows from the wild lands of the interior of that
state. To destroy the water quality is to destroy the fishing industry.
Indiscriminate action in some of those watersheds can either destroy the
water quality or destroy that balance in the spawning beds that we must
protect to protect one industry.

4t is not going to do us any good to exchange one industry for
another. In Alaska, we have the unprecedented opportunity to plan how to
best develop and how to best conserve the vital resources of a Large area
with complete ecosystems and that have relatively little intrusion by man.

We do not have to make the same costly mistake's up there that
we made in the lower 48. Our plan will provide the opportunity to use
Alaska's energy and minerals without abusing its greatest scenic beauty or
its magnificent wildlife.

Ladies 'and gentlemen , in pouring over the long and intensive
studies of Alaska, I have become convinced that -we, the American people,
can make intelligent decisions regarding our natural resouree development.
We have done it. We just must do more of it.

We do not have to be the dumb victims, if you will, of
random actions by -economic interests or by uncoordinated federal actions.
We have the unique situation in Alaska where one federal governmental
agency -- and that is basically our agency, Interior -- was in charge of
proposing the federal land policy.

Whether you agree or whether you disagree with that proposal,
we laid out a plan for all to' see and all to debate.

This is the way our government should operate: decisions
openly arrived at and publicly debated, and then implemented by the elected
officials -responsible to the people.

I would hope that we can expand the process to encompass
natural resource polibies not just for one state, but all acros,s. America.

In conclusion, I might express my congratula.tions to, the
parents of those 5,000 plus babies which have been born since I began
speaking. I would like to say that I am confident that we can meet the
challenge of providing the energy that those people will need, but we can do
this if we will pay the full price of it as we go and not cut corners by
leaving enVironmental damage as a debt for future generations to pay off.



L

n all our decisions at the Interior Department and Alaskais a good exa pl we have tried to achieve a balance between the amount
of resource de pment needed for economic prosperity and the amount of
conservation essential for the environmental good health of the world.

. With your help, we can expand that dialogue and we- can make
formed decisions on our ,future. You might say that all of us are in the

s me lifeboat together. If. a major lead develops in the economic end of the
b at or inc the environmental end of the boat, we could sink together. With a
little bit of cooperation; some organization, and a great deal of hard work by
the, people that are represented in this audience today, we won't sink. We ,t

awill be doing our best to prevent y leaks from occurring, but if a leak
shotild occur, we are still in a. po tion where we can fix it. We can
bail out the beat, patch it up, a continue to paddle confidently into the
21st century, but the choice i ours and we must make that decision before
the end of the decade of the eventies.

Thank you very °much.

(Appfause. )
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY UGHES: Thank you, Bill. Itgood to see all of you again, and some ddifional people besides. We aremost gratified at the interest in our con rence.. We- attribute your interest ,at least 'in part, to the subjeCt matter, an regard it as,/a good omen for ourenergy future.

. We also, though, attribute it to the presence of individuals
like, our speaker at this luncheon. We are m t .fortunate to have with us
Governor Julian M. Carroll of the Commonweal h- of Kentucky.

Some of us have no shame, or at le st' have reduced shame.accumulated over the years of a profession. I ha e, on various occasions,
said I didn't really, mind being 'called a bureaucrat if you °smiled just a
little bit when you say it. "

.

Governor 'Carroll tells .me that he. really -doesn't mind beingreferred to as. a politician, and I think that it understandable. d have heardpoliticians described alp statesmen -with some .accomplishments to theircredit,, and the Governor has those, a great many ,of

I won't try and address all of them at this point., but let me
just enumerate a few that perhaps are 'irripi5rtant for .the purposes of this
particular session.

He has built an outstanding record of competent,- compassion-
11 ate, ald I think sta.tesinanlikec service in the state of Kentucky. He has

served five consecutive ,terms in the Kentucky House' before being elected
Liebtenant Governor in 1972. He was, incpentally, . Speaker of that House.

When he became Governor in 1974, it marked the first time,
that a Kentucky Chief' Executive also haa. presided over both. I-buseS of the
State's General, °A ssembly. Quite an accomplishment.;

He has been elected to all or almW all his offices by a verywide margin, I think 63 percent in the gubernatorial' election, and a lot of,
Presidents would like that kind of a, margin in the nati-onal government.

Last August he. was elected Chairman of the,'National -Gover.

nors' Association; the first Kentucky governor to have- that opportunity and
honor, and from .our perspective in the Department- of Energy, we have
enjoyed a special relationship with him since our beginning because of his
service as Chairman of the National Governors' Association's Natural
Resources and Environmental 'Management Committee, two terms on that
committee.

There are some other things that I think would be of particularinterest to this group. As Governor, he has been energetic 'and successful,
with respect to raising the status of public education in the state of Kentucky.

When he took office as Governor, the state was tied for last
place in its per-pupil spending and was 46th in average teacher salaries.rUnder his curent budget, it is expected that Kentucky Will"' be well up in the
middle reaches of the array of states in both of those respects.

Average teacher salaries in Kentucky 'are -expecteckito exceed'
the average of Kentucky's eight surrdunding states by the time a the next.

Ole
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fiscal year, a goal that really represents quite an achievement and reflects
the energy with which he has pursued educational matters.

He also has served on the Na.a1 Committee for the support
of Public Schools for a period of eight year up until he was elected Lieuten-
ant povernor. He has been .a trustee of Paducah Junidr College, again up
until he was elected Governor, and, in general, has served the cause of
education. He has been an instructor in the community college system, as
are some at least of you people.

So, for, all those reasons and some that there was not an
opportunity to. mention, I am very ple2wed and we are very honored to .present
to you Governor Julian. Carroll. of Kentucky, who is also President of the
National Governors' Assodiation.

Governor Carroll.

(Applause.) \
141^ _ 4

. , GOVERNOR CARROLL: Thanfc,you so very much, Secretary
Hughes. Ladies and gentlemen, indeed I am 'honored to have the opportunity
to come and visit with you in what we consider to be an , extremely impor-
tant conference.

Shortly after the enactmen of the new energy bill in Congress,
I was ..talking one day to Dr. Schlesinger ad we both agreed that bur
major problem was in front of us in spit e fact that we had just made
history in the United States Congress, pa. ticula.rly history within the padt .

throe decades- in which the Congress h enacted legislation that they had
been trying to agree on for more than 30' years.

One of the particular areas that had deeply concerned us was
the matter of preparing ourselved,tfor those individuals that we must have to
support the increased need for domestic production of energy in America.

Si

We talk a great deal about the fact that we want to become...
independent of foreign countries.. and yet very little is said about our .need to
provide the expertise, knoWhow, that we must have in order to achieve that
production here in the American states.

The other area that we talk about, that is now scheduled -for
the Governors' winter meeting in late February, is the implementation of
our national energy policy at the state legislatures that are now 'in session
throughout the country, and we will deal with that as one of- the major topics
of the National Governors' Association winter meeting here' in late February.
We would invite you to come and share, in the observation of that forum
because we feel like you would find it most interesting.

This afternoon I want to spend my time in two basicsubject
areas. twant to let dominate my remarks the-1-very subject I. am sure that

''you would' be most interested in, and that might be called energy, education
and what- we might do, to prepare ourselves for the work .force necessary to
carry out increased energy production.

But before I get to that,- I want to take a few minutes, to' speak'.
,more generally about public support for education. I. really think tliat'those
of us in public office ought' to speak more often about the major problem

.
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confronting most of our states,
cial support for education.

all of our states, in the area of finan-

Unfortunately,. education is not 'like the matter of failing to
pay your light 14.11. If 'you fail to pay, your electric or your gas or your
water bill, you wake up someday and turn on' the faucet, and no water; or
you flip the switch and no, lights; or you turn the faucet and no gas.,

But we have no such simple measurement of our deficiencies
in education. We 'suffer for decades o our failure to properly educate each
of .our generations, and thus it is a little more difficult for us to relate to ,

the American constituency that pay the bills when we talk about something
called quality education.

s They understand when their lights are turned off or theirwater is turned off or their gas turned off, but it is a little more difficult
for them to fully appreciate why it is that little Johnny can!t find a job orwhy it is maybe that he doesn't read or write even very well sometimes.

That is the closest, I guess, you can really bring it to home
when it directly involves a member of the household. Then they understandit. But you don't really bring all the problems of education again so strpply.
before ,the constituency that supports education. That is the American tax- '
payer. s'

In e tucky, we have not had a local referendum to support
increased fundin education to' pass for four. years.. :They have beenconsistently defeat d by the taxpayers throughout our state in every commun-
ity, community after community. Even at times when they are iftntified for
a particular new school building in a' community, and the voters have voted
no.

I think it is extremely important,' as part of khe process that
you and. I. have to 'face,- that we .recognize that there has tor he -some 'reason
.for the laCk of public support for improved or increased funding for education.-:,

0

W.e can spend a lot of time on it this afternoon, but I think it
goes' without saying that we are caught, along with everybody else, with the
present mania for cutting dovernment :Spending generally, a move which in
many respects is well-founded in some areas where we haVe had excessive
spendin beyond sometimes our own 'ability to spend or even beyond some-
times e very need for such expenditures: But education :will. suffer just
like. ev ry, other segment of society' will suffer as a result of that new Ameri-.
can movement called Proposition 13.

,In my. own. state, for example, at: the moment our general
assembly in session more than likely, will put. an upper lid on local property
taxes, trying, to keep theria froth escalating' as 'fast as they are presently
escalating, and I can fully undertand and appreciate y. .local legislators
don't want to go home a-nd face their constituency who are paying larger
property .tax bills than they mikave paid in the past.

- You knOW, that is what started- all the problemS in California
were, enormous property tax bills that people were having to pay.' So, one
understands that. But on the other side of the ledger. one must also under-
tand that*" those dollars not collected will not be spent improving education;
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again something that we probably won't. measure in: this decade. It will be
another decade or two down the road before we get: around to measuring it
and fully. appreciating what we failed

So, I sAC.:;t6 you quite candidly that a responsibility which I
have as an elected' official, but obe,.'whicl-t you have, too; as an educa-
tor, as a worker, as -a, "citizen,,- is to help, us achieve, better appreication,
confidence in -the eddcational system and its needs if we are ever able to
raise ourself, as- one- might say; by our.own bootstraps.

We can .never 'achieve increased,productivity, improvenlent :in
our 'gross national product,,' we can °never achieve full employmdnt, greater
resources ,better r -gorea.tiona.1 facilities within the family and its environs
without a good 'educational prOgram.

. . That. is what we have
way or the other.. So, let's get on
educate.? I guess one: of the faults.
oversimplified seemingly' everything
expects to push a button somewhere

got to tell the American publiC one-
With it. Why must we have dollars to
of. this generation .is that we' have so
that -we db that the America:A public'
and get- an 'answer.

I guess I come' as close. to lOsing my own .cool recently in a
massive flood that we had in -our state capital, 'when Fe had sent the NatiOnal
'Guard to move people's furniture out of their house, only, to have one
occasion "reported to me Where a couple of big, .brawny boys sat on ..the' frobt
porch and wa.tchedthe National Guard move their motheros furniture -out of
the thouse.

Slut that is how far We have come in government these days.
We have told the American public -- when I say "we," 1, am talking .abouf
we politicians -- have told the ..American- public, "Don't: ;worry, we can do it
for you " . We will 'serve you to the point that the American public generally
thinks that all- answ,eis to all questions is a 'i-natter of letting governMent
do, it

We politicians are at .fault in telling the /American public that
for years now, but we are-finally ha:vingb to say to-- them now, in a time of )

inflationary, spending, in a time of scarctty of , dollars, ,in°_a time of expan-
sion of government _services; 'We don't have the money. to. do it now. "

So; what, we have done is spread our prioritie's so thin, we
are doing a little bit of everything- and not much .gbod at any one particular
thing, particularly -in4,the area of education.

I' don't know of any one ,single field of productivity that relates
itself .so directly -to ghe gross national Neoduct, that is so important to al
the American public as is preparing ourselves for self-sufficiency in en
in America. .

I want to break down for us very quickly three particular areas
where we have got to concern ourselves. One, we might call production, the
simple act of going out and extracting the mineral' from the ground and pro-
ducing it,, getting it within the marketplace, in its raw form, in some order,
an area irC which we need a substantial increased number of individuals.

In the process of doing that, there is that concern for, and the
law protects, the environment wi thin which that is done to the extent that we
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.have to watch bur water, resources, our air resources, and our land resour-
ces. So, that is .another whole major field of environmental ,education to -

Which we t ddress ourselves if we are to prepare for this major effort
that 'Is' n'av re us:.;

There is a third one that is easily overlooked if vie are not -

careful, and th'at is what might be classified as administrative education,
that whole' area where we have to provide expertise in the form of lawyers,
planners, designers, architects of one kind or another, engineer's. of One
kind' or 'another, that are involved in the administrative process of , achieving
the legal authority to go out and extract_ the mineral in the first place.. ',

.
E' In other words, we have got a whole new mass of informing,

of educating, of providing experience to now, a group of individuals that
gets us to the point of production. pyoductibn doesn't come firSt; . production
is second.

. -First is the authority by What is generally classified a permit
to io out and perform an act, and that whole field of permitting now requires
every exp.ertise known to man. Everyone you can possibly conceive of is
involved now in the adMinistrative process of 'permitting.

.'NoW, don't_ misunderstand me. am not only -talking about
froin within government; I. am talking about outside government. -I am
talking a'bout individuals Whig haye professional know-how, that will be
either on the payroll of a major business corporation or be in .a consulting
business on the side 'that will perform the service for the entity that is to
perform the production, and to a great respect, the counterbalancing check-
ing system involved in the governmental activity, be it the Federal Govern-
ment or the State Government, City or County Governments, the whole
administrative .body of processing the necessary bureaucratic paperwork to

pget us to the point where we finally now start producing.

Now we are at a point where we, .in the production end, need
engineers. We need all kind of engineering specialties and hydrologists.
We need chemists. We need operators for all the major equipment. We
need safety analysts. And, of course, in4 the whole process then of protect-
ing the environment itself, again you duplicate a number of those profess- .

ions, butlYou get involved again in the new fields of environmental education
that involve particular expertise and measurement standards that are some-
what new, to a great extent, to the educational community.

Are we prepared to do it within our educational system? 'To
a great 'extent, our educational system is attuned to examining the 'modern
day needs of any particular society and trying to respond to that society
sufficiently to educate those that are going back in the society and then per-
forming .the task of any' particular decade.

But I say to you that sort of osmosis process over maybe aten-year period is going to be too long. We need the people we..are talking
about yesterday. We needed them. last week and last month, and we needed'them last year.

In the Kentucky State Government, for example, I have provi-
ded three increments for our new safety analysts in the past year because
I can't hire them at the salaries we started with. So, we ,increased it
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again and ,still couldn't. hire; them. So, we increased it again, for the\
thirchtirrie wittiin 'a year. Industry is still hiring them out from under us'
so -fait that we are having to take a ],wok at increasing it the fourth time.

Obviously, there is, a great competition in the marketplace for
energy - related' specialties, , and somebody, additionally, has got to stand up,
and tell the young people of America that getting a college education and a
degree does not prOvide them an opportunity instantaneously for the job that
we are talking about.

have said
or .More;
graduated
of them,
a years, in

I will here and. I;? will say anywhere else in America, and I
to rpy own 'children, although I, as a father with a college degree
'one or more -- am proud to, see one of my children having
-from' College, and T two already -- but I have to -say to one
as I did candidly recently, You are going to lost at-least $50, 000
income if you go lack to college; ':. - 4

= .e,
-. That is riot,- of csoOrse, totally :true for every., prof ession, but

we. haVe to -tell these YoungsterS',in high °school. and these youngsters then
looking-for_ an opportunity for .gainful employment, that more than likely you
can get._:all the education you' .need somewhere in a good vocational' school
or a community college,. and immediately .rgo oixt into the marketplace, .

making ,:more money than your daddy probaby is making now, and don't
you think 7-tha.t doe4Vt .cause a lot of: problerni at. home, but it happens to be

ty.
4 ,

In Kentucky, we /have created- a bepartment of Occupational
Education, separating: from out seConclary educational system. Those of
you who are educators' partictilarlppreciate and understand the politiCs,
and everY .011,e of you are one, soi30:- tirpv s a better politiCian than I am in
Your Ow-P Way. `rA-s one. sair4 "It is because your stakes are lower and it
is Much tougher for. you to get them; "

, In the -politics of education, of course, the competition for
that scarce dollar, between elementary. and secondary- education, vocational
education and higher education, of course is extreme. So, in -order to
provide.' the proper 1.dvoca.cy for'.. occupational, vocational- education, we
separated it as a distinct department with its own regulatory board, taking
the; regulatory aspects and the advocacy- aspects of the secondary and elemen-
tary. system, which inciddes our kindergarten Pr'ograms, ,;'put from under the
old school board, 'making it now a secondary de' hool board; creating a
separate, distinct ocCupational board.

We have a separate- higher education "authority, but then
swapping out so that? one Member of every one of, those other, bOards serves
on all the other bodrds,' so 'at least they all_ know -what each other is doing;
to the point now that we have a strong 'advocacy system for :occupational
education in our coMmonwealth.

We have a strong System of educatiOn that has been advocated
by not only the business cominunity, but by our labor Community_ and by
our educatord. We them together in a task- force to the point that our
educational community and our labor leaders and our''ftbusiness leaders sat
down around a table and iunanimously agreed on what our initiatives should
be And then we .drew- up' the legislatiVe package, a.nd not a single .member
of the general assembly voted against at .



We had all the labor support, we had the business suppprt,
and' the educational support, and we think today, for example, we have got
the finest mining safety program in America in Kentucky.

4". Of course, obviously, it is unfortunate that our attention is
brought to such an aspect of our industry as the. results of disasters that w
have experienced in our state, Unfortunately, it takes those disasters sorrie-
times to :make us react properly as we should.

I say to you, then, that when you return home, that you have
not just the single understandable task}' of creating sufficient programs at
your particular institution, to educate all the innumerable, .various profess-
ions that you must have to serve the energy community. But you have got
a tougher job on your hands. That one is an easy one compared to the more
difficult one of "'finding the dollars with which to do it. I suggest to you the
vast importance of working with your elected leaders, your legislators, your
other public officials in your state, Of trying to bring about. public
appreciation, some public confidenCe in your educational system.

I guess one might say that I took on some aspects of our
educational community in the Commonwealth of Kentucky in our '78 session,
by pass g what we call a School Improvement Act. l' have confidence in
our educa ors in our- ommonwealth and I know that they are doing a good
job. And hile it vi sn't particulai-ly popular politically, we gave them the
larg ase in funds ever experienced in our commonwealth.

When I became Governu of Kentucky, our educational budget
s 4 0 pillion a year. It is now 81e. million. Just in my administration,

e do bled it. There are no votes, in there, but it was right, and it will
take another decade befOre it will ever be fully appreciated and fully under-
stood.

But we need presently public confidence in order to maintain
that level of expenditure, and fighting continuing inflation as it erodes those
dollars. And to get it, we had to go to the point of trying to convince the
taxpaying public of what we are doing for their children.

So,. we passed our School Improvement Act that provides for
mandatory testing' at certain grades, with remedial education on failure to
pass those tests, so that when Johnny graduates from high school, he has
some particular expertise. And if during high school, he loses confidence
in the system and suddenly becomes a dropout, that we pick him up in the
vocational school and provide him some education for gainful employment.

I don't know of any other way to get the public's confidence,
that we must direly have if we are going to maintain our present level of
expenditure for educational improvement in our state.

Thus, the relationship that is, brought about through this confer-
ence, of our federal partner with the state partner, < with our educational
community, and with, our working community is one vital if we are to achieve
independence in energy in Ame ica before it is too late.

Our whole econo y is dependent upon our energy sufficiency.
We cannot achieve that energy ufficiency without your production of educated .

workers within society to produ e.
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But., again, I
,

know and you know you can't,' produce those, grad-
uates with degrees, or with associate degrees, or with
without sufficient financial support with which to do it Thereiv; lie our ,

bverall responsibility through our federal pat;tner and our state -partner, and
the constituency of those who understand our 1whole talents to

our
point of'

responding to probably one of the greatest crises affecting bur country. that
is .so important to our survival as an independent nation, '-energy \rself-,,suffi-
ciericy.

As educators, as laborers, as business people, as :-community
leaders, as public leaders, together we can dO it

Kentucky's motto is one that I think speaks very._ well to the
situation: "United We Can Stand; DivideCertainly We Shall. Fall.. '-'

Thank you so very much and have( a good conference.

(Applause. )

DR. TUCKER: Thank you very much, again, G-overnor,,for
being, with us today. We are delighted you would share those challenging
remarks with us. The Governor 10s indicated that he would be delighted to
answer any questions you may have.

It, a °

If you have such questons, if you would stand at your table
iandaddress the Chair here, we W 1.1.' try to algiswe them.

(No response. )
,

DR. TUCKER: r think' you have mode your 'point, -Governot..

) I have .*itIple ncemepts before we 'close., We will
%., / .6

'reconvene again at 1:30I*rpriPt:1 ' -, 1,17 `-joil kt forget the exhibit hall. 's open,
,,,i..; ..*, .,and we invite you to th-alt4 ' ,

N ' . .

(WhereupOnT e'rtinphe:r3n -Sessiien was, adjourned at 1:16- p.m. )
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DR. KELLETT: Our. second 'feature in the morning 'program
adds still another dimension to the oversight that is so necessary in really
coming to grips with the complexity of the problem that we are dealing with.
That, in this case, involves a complexity which reaches into the .employment
sector and our responsibilities as employers, trainers, or organizers of
employees.

Dr. Arnold Packer, by the way, an economist, was close at
least. I understand he got his educational degrees in North Carolina, which
is in the right direction certainly, from. here.

He was employed as the chief economist for the United. State's
Senate Committee on the Budget from .December 197.4 until February 1976.
From 1971 until 174, he was the senior economist with the Committee fo
Economic Development, where he directed a comprehensive study of the
nation's energy pr:oblem. From 1969 to 1971, he worked for the Office of
Management and Budget, where he began a system-for a long-rnge fore-
casting of the federal budget.

A ero Jet

for their
authored
issues.

Previous positions were with the Research Triangle Institute,
General Corporation, Jeris, Bomm, & Bolls, and General Electric.

Dr. Packer's book, "Models of Economic Systems, a Theory
Development and Use, " was published in 1972. He has also
and co-authored numerous articles on various economic and social

. At this time it is my pleasure to introduce the Assistant
Secretary for Policy Evaluation and Research of the United States Depart-
'ment of Labor, the Honorable Arnold H. Packer.

Applause.)

ASSISTANT SECRETAR PACKER: Thank you. Let me add
my congratulations to those who have rganized these meetings. They
have the promise of being very productive.

Cecil Andrus mentioned how quick Jim Schie-ginger was I
have known Jim for almost 10 years now. Before he was so famous,. when
he was with the Atomic Energy Commission, he used to ''travel around with
a chauffeur, explaining-the difficulties of nuclear energy. The chauffeur

_would stand in the back of the room, and Jim would explain the complicated
problems. After awhile the chauffeur said "You know, that is not very
hard. I bet nobody would notice if I took your place and you stayed in the
back, f' because it was the same speech given again and again. So, Jim,always willing to see how things would work out, said, "Okay, let's tryit. I will wear the hat and stand in the back, and you get up and make thespeech."
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He got up and made the speech. It was the canned speech.
It worked pretty well. Then, he tried to answer some questions. The
first few questions were kind of simple. It worked out all right. Then,
some nuclear physicist in the back asked some awfully tough veStions
about radiation. The chauffeur up there, being with Jim so long, had also
gotten fast on, his feet and said, That is a simple question. I mean that
question is so simple, I am embarrassed to waste the time of this organiza-
tion and this meeting trysiiig to answer that question. Why, that question is
so simple, my chauffeur in the back of the room can answer that. n
(Laughter. )

I am going to talk a little bit about employment and energy.
We think that with some training, people can move into the new economics,
into the new labor force requirements, and move up from being a chauffeur
in the back -of the room to standing at podiums.

But before I do, let me t alk a little bit about what the energy
situation has done to overall employment. Although it could have been
worse, the rise in oil prices during the last five yea-rs has certainly given
a wrench to the 'economies of the industrial world.

In. 1973, the price of Saudi oil was about $3.00 a barrel.
There were about 4.3 million persons unemployed in the United States and
another 4.3 million unemployed in' the remainder of the OECD indUstrial
world. Although inflation and productivity. had worsened in 1973 from
previous eras, the average inflation rate, in the five years ending in 1973,
wads about 5 percent and productivity was almost 2, percent. It was growing
at almost 2 percent a year. 't

That was five years ago. Today, the pricer of Saudi oil is .

over $13 a barrel without transportation. By the rend of the year it will
be over $14.50 a. barrel, almost five times as expensive as it was in 1973.

. In the last five years, the productivity /growth was only 60
percent as great as it was in the preslious five, and the rate of inflation in
the last five years was 60 percent greater than it had been before.

More to the point of this Conference, the number of unemp-
loyed is now 40 percent greater in the United States than if was in 1973,
and we 'have been a sterling success compared to the rest of OECD.
Unemployment there has increased two and a half times. Altogether,
in the industrial world, the number of unemployed grew by 7.7 million
between 1973' and L978, rising from 8 1/2 million to close to .16 1/2 million-.persons. While employment has grown rapidly in the United States, it has
actually declined in many industrial countries.

Obviously, it would be wrong to place the blame for all our
difficulties on the explosion in oil prices. However, it would also be
difficult to deny the major role that energy has had in the world economy.

This morning, I would like to discuss two aspects of, this
relationship between energy and employment: First, finding an energy



policy that can be tailored to the employment policy, and second, findingan ernplqyment policy that will fit with our energy policy.

I believe that a. high employment energy policy requires
gradualism with security. By this, I mean allowing gradual-increases in
U. S. energy prices to the world price of oil, while developing securitythrough diversity of supply in stockpiles.

The previous administration believed, that gradualism was.unnecessary. In 1975, they suggested immediate decontrol of oil and gasprices and putting a tax on top of the decontrolled price. Had this occurred,the United States would have done even worse than Japan and F(u_rope hasdone with regard to employment. I think we would have had double-digit
inflation and double-digit unemployment simultaneously if that policy hadbeen adopted.

A s it was, unemployment got to 9 percent in 1975. Withthe policie that were adopted, inflation fell from 11 percent in 1974 to7 1/2 percent in 1975, and then when energy prices were rolled back, toless than 5 percent in 1976.

But I think the mcAst dramatic way, to demonstratp the
virtues of gradualism is tO,compare our reaction to the energy shock withthat of Europe and Japan. -While the U. S. unemployment rate has fallensince 1975, when the shock was really being' felt and employment hasrisen, the opposite has taken place' in Europe and, Japan.

Since 1975, ernployinent has grown by almost 11 millionpersons in the United States. That, is record growth. Unemployment hasdecreased by almost 2 million. If you take Europe and Japan together,
employment-decreased by almost 5 'million people, while unemployment.increased by almost 3 million.

If the. U. S. labor force had grown the way it has, with the
baby boom and women entering the labor force, but the employment had
followed the pattern of Japan and Europe, the unemployment rate would be4ovetr 20 percent in the United States today.

Therefore, gradualism was a much better course than eitherimmediate decontrol or rationing, which was another policy that was talked
about in 1975.

The energy bill of 1975 and the natural gas bill signed last
year will tend to. move U. S. energy prices to world prices over a periodof years. How many years, is still a matter of debate. Events of 'recentmonths, in Iran, underline the wisdom of keeping an eye on U. S. energyprices. We cannot afford to allow- a random shock outside the UnitedStates to bring the United States into another recession:

Rather, we should attenuate those shocks with a policy thattakes advantage of the substantial amount of U.S. domestic energy produc-tion. Saving energy by creating a recession and higher unemploymentmakes little economic sense.
4.
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In the same way, saving employment by permanently main-taining energy prices below their. market value is also myopic. . Theoptimal, policy is the current one, the administration's policy 'of. gradualism,which will ultimately bring U.S. energy prices to the appropriate level,
but recognizes the economy's need for time to adjust.

Time is needed in order to shift a complicated economy.
It takes many years for energy investment to product oil and natural gas.The future price of oil or natural gas is, therefore,' more important tct
an investor than the price .yesterday or today.

The same is due on the conservation side. I think the atuto-
mobile industry provides a good example. Current policies will double' the
efficiency of the U. S. automobile population. "Efficiency will increase fromroughly 14 miles per, gallon in 1974, to close to 28 miles per gallon in -1985.

This gradual transformation will allow the automobile corn-panies to retool and change their product' at a measured p'ace. It Will also
permit automobile owners to operate their u1974 Care for a reasonableperiod. 0 I

..T-14.6. alternative, which we experienced a taste of in 1975, isto stop driving and stop bUying automobiles. Sales of domestic cars wereonly 7 million in 1975. Last year they were over 9 million, an increaseof over 30 percent. We even ,saw last year that., the insulation of homes
can move only at so fast a pace before We .run into charlata.ns° and short-ages.

0.

The goals 'of our employment policies' was specificallyentered into law last year. The Employment Act of 1978, the so-called
Humphrey- Hawkins established goals for unemployment and inflation
in 1983. These goals are 4 percent unemployment and 3 pei4cent inflation.Just as our energy policies will be a constraint on achieving these goals,
so will employment and inflation goals be a constraint on what can be donein energy policy. Neither set, of policies can be pursued in vacuum.

My second topic this morning is trying to tailor the employ-ment policies to our energy goals. In an overall sense, one might think
that the higher price of energy will lead ernt)loyers to substitute labor forenergy.. 'The shortage of energy -means there is more work to be done byhumans.' Flomes might be built more carefully, i using more labor to rnee
homes .weathertight and reduce their energy consumption.

The engineering and construction of new facilities could bemore carefully done. Retrofitting of commercial and industrial establish-ments is labor-intensive. The energy-producing industries themselves arelikely to become more labor-intensive per unit of energy produced.

As this occ.urs, labor productivity, as conventionally. measured,will diminish or at least not grow so rapidly. That is, the normal way to
measure labor productivity is output per m-anheUr: This ratio will not growrapidly if we substitute labor for energy.

t
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Indeed, we have been :a arked slowdown in productIVity

throughout the economy, and especiall in the energy -s rodticing industries.
I don't know why this slowdown has o curred or whether it is rerated to
the energy situation. Productivity was ..slowing ,well before- the crisis, but
the deterioration has been .very rapid since the rise in ',energy prices.
Without knowing what the vreason is for certai , certainly consistent
with the idea that'" less' energy means more la or.

The productivitY slowdOwn has I? .especially evident in the
mining iridustries. Productivity has fallen there by 22 percent since 19731.-
A substantial portion of this decline has occurrec irI oil and natural gaSi
'where it may mean° just drilling deeper for every, Btti, which is likely to
happen when gii goes', up from $$.00 a barrel tog close. to $151 a 'barrel.

0

.am not sure that everyone recognizes that the call.for° sub-
stitutingiarfor energy or matcing ours -a,inore labor-intensive economy'

.is tantamount and exactly equivalent to calling for lower productivity. If
o this lower productivity turns into a higher rate of inflation, _then we have

an undesired by-product of What looks like an appropriate and common
sense switch from a.- resource in short: supply,- namely,- energy, to a
resource that frequently is pverabundant in the United, States, namely,
labor.

Changes in employment patterns in response to change
energy prices will occur naturally, and most of it will happen without .the

iLabor Department being involved. However, we are inv-olved to ease, thattransition. We have one research project -with the Department of Ene-rgy
using an ,input-output model to. determine the labor requirenients of various
energy technologies.

, -We hope that this data will improve our capability to estimate
the direction and magnitude of energy- .induced- shifts in employment. This .

knowledge will help us better coordinate our energy and employment
policies.. We will know how energy alternatives affect employment, and

hwe can help those 'developing training programs to stake advantage of the, -new job opportunities. o

The Department also has special responsibilities. in easing
the transition especially for disadvantaged Pei)Sons. In Fiscal 1974,'
federal spending for employment and training was- about $4-1/2 billion.
In- the current fiscal year, we expect to spend over ...$12 billion, almost a
threefold increase.

Over three-fourths of these monies will be spent under the.
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act or CTA,- and the CET. sys-
tem can play a role in training 'persons for the new energy-related occupa-.tions.

..
,

As an 'aliernatite to training in the public sector, the CETA...1system' is .also.placabg increasing emphasis on private 'sector on- the -job
training. O-ne aspect Of this is the ,private- sector initiative,' for which the
President has asked $400 million: These 'funds will be. made availableto
employers who- hire disadvantaged persons, '.especially young persons, to
defray extraordinary training' and other costs -associated AN'rillp -that en-iploy-,rpent. , '

. ..

O
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In addition, last year the Congress passed an ,employment
tax credit, which permits employers to take a credit on their corporate
income tax equal, to half the ,employee's salary up. to a maximum of $3, 000
in the 'first year and to a quarter of their salary, up to $1,50°O, in the ,
second year for eligible' youth and other persons such as the harldicapped,
veterans, and so' on. ,

So, these are two features that those in ,,yocational training
can employ sometimes to get their graduates into private employment.
That is on-the-job training subsidies through the CETA system or employ-

., men.t tax credits, make investing in employees somewhat less expensime
for private employers.

In addition to these private sector activities, CETA.
supports public ,service employment. Public service employment- has
dual purposes, to provide jobs and to meet Other objectives such as energy
conservation.

In order to acr,-emplish ,the latter, coOrdination is, required
between governmental units. The Department of .Labor has signed joint
agreements with the Department of Energy and other federal agendies -.
undertake projects. that will both save energy . and provide employment and
training.

We are Sponsoring ,a. joint projst with _DOE and the Commun-
. ity. Services Administration to provide benefit to low-income communities,.

including traming'.for solar7related careers, .assistance in utilizing solar
technologies to help meet local energy needs in a cost effective fashion,
and promotion of focal ecbrrOmic development through,. energyrelated .;r"businesses,,.,.

Another example,' the same three agencies have funded
w.eathe'rization and retrofitting projects on a continuing basis..: By the end.
of Fiscal 1978, about 400,000 hornes'.of low ,income and elderly families
had been weatherized under this program, and at least 13,000 Weatheriza-
tion jobs had beens.cfea-ted thrOugh CETA

. , .
In summary, the relationship' between employment policy and

energy policy" is a two-way .street, just like the one between, energy and
,the environment: .N.Vse must have an. energy policy. that makes the U. S.

. economy secure from supply disruptions. In designing measures to
- facilitate, adjustment to -a ,world qf expensive energy, we need to do' every-
, -thing: possible to ensure, that the adjustment proceeds gradually and

smoothly.,. '
The aliernative may ell be another recession and persis-

tently, high unemployment, and t.,hat is no alterr at all.
At the same time, the new energy economics wily require

employmentmajor ,shifts in ethployent patterns. Labor and capital will be substituted
for energy. New energy conservation and production industries will

BusinesS will retod.ate away from energy-expensive regions of
the country.
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While these shifts will take place largely. as the result of
market forces, the process can be facilitated thFough the policies in the
Labor Department and. through the activities thatt attendees at this, meeting
underta:ke.

If iS our hope that the Labor Department's programs can
Make a major 'contribution to ensuring -that workers; -.who are displaced -as

.re,sult of these adjustments, will be able to find new and productive
employment elsewhere; as well as ensuring' that trained rnanpower will be
available, td fin the jobs, now emerging as a result of the new energy
situation,

-

Thank you.

PPlau s e . )

DR. KELLETT: I think we have an ex-celleri backgrctiand
now prepared for tis as we break up and move into our specialty sections.
I think we are perhaps more keenly aware now of the 'need- to ;avoid people
whp ropose simple .solutions, to- recognize the complexity of the problem
and he interrelatedness not only of the two basic themes that we are brought
together this week, to talk about, manpower development and public aware-
ness, but also how we must be in the process of debating these issues and
discUsSing these issues, conscious of the delicate balance between the environ7
ment and energy; between employment and energy, -between the physical
science and the, social science aspeCts of energy, and finally, and perhaps
most impOrtantly,. an identifying of the role in which each of the groups that
are represented here tOday can work' cooperatively and not at odds.

We have eveloped, -think, from the background that we have
heard, last night and this morning, A better and _keener sense of the white
hats and the black hats; The oil -,companies do not represents an evil

g Conspiracy out to destroy the United States; neither does the nuclear indus-
try, neither does the Sierra Club,,. neither are the environmentalists,
neither are the labor unions;' all of which fuses togelher'-fto remind me of
the guidahce. that we got from the great, philosopher Pogo, when he pointed
out that ,we have met. the enemy, and he is us.

think that the message is loud andclear that if -We are to
endure and to _win the struggle with the energy problem that we are dealing -
with today, it is imperative that we all work together, very. closely and

'Nvery candidly. d
4

;With that, I see that my correction earlier :this morning was
entirely in order. We are now back on schedtfte. I 'would catitioit you that
we do begin promptly in the, specialty sessions. WEL'have got a lot of
things to get down in the next two days.' So, we will have a 20-minute

,break and you can reconvene in your specialty sessional.

Thank you very much.

(Applause..)

(Whehupon, the general session reCVks'ed. at.10:05
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'text of tie Address by The Honorable jJain es R. Schlesinger
' 47' Secretary

The Department- of Energy
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With; introductory. remarks by The Honorable Phillip S. Hughes
Assistant Secretary
IntergoVernmental & Institutional-

Relations
The Department of Energy 1Fr

'

,

ASSISTANT' SECRETARY HUGITES (Standing)
SECRETARY SCITIA'SSINGER (Right)
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY HUGHES: My task 1.6 a rather
simple one, one of the easier ones I believe, to introduce the Secretary
of the Department of Energy. My task is a rather simple one, one
of the easier ones I believe, to introduce the Secretary of the Department
of Energy.

James R. Schlesinger became the first Secretary of Energy
on August 5th, 1977. He had previously joined President Carter's staff,
much earlier in 1977, as assistant to the President serving essentially as
energy adviser and sort of secretary and waiter.

He previously had been a visiting scholar at Johns Hopkins
University, and came from there to join the President's staff.

Just prior to that, however, he spent some time in the
institution then called the Bureau of the Budget,. now the Office of Manage-
ment and Budget, and this was undoubtedly one of the more formatiiie and
important periods in his career.

I spent about twenty, years 'there, as some of you may know,
and ;during the period that he was there as Assistant Director, I was there
as 'Deputy Director.' I hope that distinction becomes a little bit clear to
you. It was only for a fleeting period, and I really haven't been able to
capitalize on it since:

After he left the Bureau' of the Budget, lie became Chairman
of the Atomic Energy Commission, was named Director of Central
Intelligence, as I think most of you know; and then moved to Secretary of
Defense. One can truly say that he has 'had trouble holding a steady job:

He was born in New York, has an AB, MA and Ph. D degree
in economics °from Harvard, and has taught in the field of economics and
done miscellaneous other things when he was resting.

He has a marvelous wife, Rachel, and eight children. They
live in Arlington, Virginia.

It is my real pleasure and privilege to introduce the
- Secretary who .has had' a very good warm-up, about three hours with the

Senate Committee on Energy and Nliatural Resources.

This conference, Mr. Secretary, has been put together by
Larry Stewart and associates. It consists of representatives of education,
business and labor'. It has been successful, I belieye, and I believe the
.participants agree. They have about 1300 registrants, most of whom are
here, the-last day of .:Vie conference. -,

You arel.i their hands, and they are in yours. Good luck:

SECRETARY
generous introduction, and
the 'aUbject that invIr. iably
only reason you .!are where

SCHLESINGER: Thank you, Sam, for that
a particular. reminder .that I 'once worked for -you,
seems to come up whenever we are together. The
4you are is revenge is sweet.
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I'm happy to postpone my luncheon today to talk a little .bit
about energy awareness. This is the National Energy Education, Business
and Labor Conference. What. we are, intent on is training for the future;
awareness of our nation's energy problems, an awareness that comes bard
to Americans because we have always °enjoyed abundance in the past, and
for that reason, we have been quite capable of disregarding warnings, .

warnings that have come with increasing frequency, ever since. the embargo.

This country, is now dependent on foreign sources of supply
and increasingly the Middle East for almost 48 percent of its petroleum,
and we have had in recent weeks, indeed, we have..had throughout 1977 a
steadily burgeoning crisis in Iran. Few Americans gave much thought: to
It'an prior to this year.

I am not sure to what. 'extent the full magnitude of the impact
of those developments falls upon us, but4Iran contributes, has contributed
in the past, some 6 million barrels a day to the world oil supply; about
10 percent of that oil supply, and roughly 20 percent of the oil, flowing
into international trade.

- e

Settlement,
is that we
we hope is
the future.

It is now wholely shut down, and until we find the political
it is unlikely that that flow of oil will resume. The consequence -

are now drawing down inventories world Wide. to live with what.
a temporary interruption of supply. We are borrowing against,

If Iran comes back on stream, sometime ip the spring, we
will be in a position that we can rebuild our Own inventories in this
country and around the world so that we will not have shortfalls next
winter, but failing that, the normal stock building season that . occurs
starting in the spring will not result in the buildup of stocks that we will
require for next winter:

Consequently, we* will be faced as a nation' with the need to
take offsetting action which will constrain ours own appetite for oil. Other-
wise, we will run shy next winter.

We have. obligations into which we, have entered after. the
1973-'74 .embargo to share with other nations in a less favorable positron
than the United States in a time of emergeacy, and as a result of the
Sinaii agreement id 1975, we have obligations disectly to Israel outside
of the context of the international. energy.

,

The problem of re-sources is becoming more formidable, and
it is especially difficult for Americans, who have known the open frontier,
ever 'expanding horizons, to recognize that' we are going to have to, face
constraint in this country, and to make adaptations. If we go about it
titelligently, the constraints that we face will be relativelY trivial, and the

adaptations will come quickly, but requires a change,:' of 'attitude, and the
ardest sacrifice for all hustuan beingS is to change th0i prtudices, their

assumptions, and their, attitudes.

That is What, this 'conference 1.S all about; to provide the
.training base as it' were for that a.djustmentvf the American society that

must inevitably .coMe in the 1980's'. That *a's what the moral equivalent
about, the 'need to" iecognize that as America's responsibilitiesof war was
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in this. era.; not only -.with 'regard to energy supplies, but 'with regard to
the balance of .pg.-ynients, our, foreign policy obligations, and even more
strongly,. our responsibilities. in the next generation when we will face a
crisis if we are un'successful' in our 'efforts with regard. to fuel supplies:.

Every: time we review future supplies of petroleum wcirld
Wide, we distovex that our projections; our estimates,. are -less favorable
than they were the previOus time that we made such estimates. In the
course- of the.: last year and.oa half, our estitnates of OPEC capacity in 1985
have shrunk by about 9 million barrels per day.

Now we have -a panacea tha.t was discovere,d somebody
about nine' months ago, and it is called slow economic. growth. - If our
economy grows slowly, we can adjust to the..shortfallS in availability, and
that is true as far as the energy budget is concerned. We will avoid.

'difficulties' by a shrinkage of income, output and employment.

It is a kind of odd view because what it suggests is that
economic stagnation is the appropriate remedy for our energy problems.

That is a view that we cannot accept if we are to maintain
the effectivenesth of the American autonomy, if we are to maintain the
viability of our political institutions, and the confidence that the people
have in those institutions.

Were we to accept that view, it would mean growing levels
of -unemployment, a slowdown, a further slowdoWn. in the growth -.of 'produc-
tivity' and production. *

The first claim on our energy resources and the first goal
for national policy must remain production, and that is why.. we need addi-
tional awareness. The, energy problem is not something remote. It is not
something, that occurred in Iran and involves street crowds and the Shah.
It is something that will bear on this country very shortly.

The more effective we are in conserving energy supplies and
in shifting from oil to more abundant fuels, the more we will put off that
day of reckoning, and ultimately, we hope to make that transition to a
society in si,rich our dependency on oil and natural gas is diminished as
painlessly as possible.

If we are heedless, the consequence will be that we go on
increasing our dependency on oil, on foreign oil; our balance of payment
costs will rise.. They will be insupportable, and sometime in the 1980's,
this nation and, all of our allies and friends around theCworld' will face a
condition in which that previous growth and production can no longer be
maintained.

Markets will clear, to be sure, under those. circumstances,
but they will clear through higher prices and through reductions in the Level,
of .income and employment in each and every country. -That is' a future that
is unacceptable.

"'fo avoid it we need vision° and we need courage and we need,
people who will respond 'to the challenge with vsion, and train the 'American
people in making the adaptation to this future.'



If we do it intelligently, -we can preserve the social institutions
that are the pride of this country. We can avoid impacts on jobs and output
and sustain the public's faith in America's institutions. That is the challenge.

If we fail to do so, we will face increasing domestic contro-
versy akin to that that we experienced in the 1930's during the Great
Depression. We want to avoid that at all costs.

Social institutions in the United States with all of their
deficiencies are .the most remarkable for a great society that has ever 'been
put together, and more. 'people in the United States are in a position to live
an existence that is satisfying.

Freedom, security., are vital to us, and they are tied to the
energy problem so that as you train the cadres to grapple with the 1/4ner,-,gy
problem in the next generation, you muett recognize- that it is not sinply. a
small iss,ue confinable to an issue of su(pply., It as one that bears on the
, g,very functionIn of our society, on the preservation of oet institutions, and
the preservatiOn of Al-nerica's role in the world,

.

That is great challenge; and we thank you from our small./bureaucratic ..perspective here,, in. Washington for what you are prepared to
do out there in the'CoUntny. 14*othing will ever be''/resolv,ed simply by,
preachments in. or :b,3r laws in Washington.

In order to solve thi.'s problem, there must be effort, .spirit
in every town,. county, state, tievery instituon, labor union, business, "so
that the net ,effect is to make this ,transition effectively and.--smoothly.

.

It cannot be done in a democracy Without the support, indeed
the enthusiastic support, --of all of the people. That is your challenge, and
we express our thanks,

Thank you very much.


